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A FORTRAN V PROGRAM FOR PREDICTING THE
DYNAMI C RESPONSEOF THE APOLLO COMMAND MODULE
TO EARTH IMPACT
By William E. Thomas, Jr.
Manned Spacecraft Center
SUMMARY
A digital-computer program, capable of determining the nonlinear motion (in a
gravity field) of two six-degree-of-freedom rigid bodies connected by shock struts and
subjected to ground impact, is presented in this report. A sample problem is included
to provide a correlation between computer results and actual test results. All axis
systems and equations used in the digital-computer program and a procedure for using
the computer program are also presented in this report.
I NTRODUCTION
A mathematical approach for determining the dynamic response of a falling body
to impact with a soil surface is presented in this report. Although the approach pre-
sented in this report is specifically applied to the Apollo command module structure
and crew couch, the approach can readily be adapted to a wider range of similar dy-
namic problems associated with the impact of falling bodies.
A successful Apollo manned mission terminates with the command module (CM)
impacting on water. If the mission should be aborted, however, a land impact could
occur, and this impact would result in severe loading on the capsule-couch system.
Under these circumstances, couch acceleration must be kept within human exposure
limits, and couch-strut stroking must restrict couch excursion to a specified accept-
able clearance envelope within the CM. To determine analytically the dynamic re-
sponse of the capsule-couch system to earth impact, a 12-degree-of-freedom
mathematical model was formulated, and a digital-computer program was written to
carry out the computations.
The three types of capsule-couch interconnecting struts that may be handled by
the computer program are linear spring shocks with damping proportional to the square
of the velocity, honeycomb shocks with Coulomb damping, and cyclic-deformation
struts with structural damping. The computer program contains four independent
empirical soil-force equations with nine input constants, which can be altered to corre-
late with different soil types. The computer-program input also permits the user to
specify the location of a three-axis accelerometer anywhere on the crew couch. Ap-
pendix A gives the computer-program listing. Appendix B provides data on the general

















number to control the switch from truncation error to
relative truncation error in the variable-step
Adams- Moulton integration routine (order 10- 3)
upper bound for the single-step error in the variable-step
Adams-Moulton integration routine (order I0-5)
lower bound for the single-step error in the variable-step
Adams-Moulton integration routine (A3 -> A2/55)
lower bound for the step size in the variable-step
Adams-Moulton integration routine (A4 > 0.0)
upper bound for the step size in the variable-step
Adams-Moulton integration routine
factor for reducing the step size in the variable-step
Adams-Moulton integration routine
components (parallel to the i2-, J2-' and k2-axes,
respectively) of the relative-displacement vector
from c.g. 2 to the accelerometer mounted on
body 2, in.
elemental areas associated with points
2
(n= l, 2, ... NSK), inS1, n '
soil coefficientfor the dynamic vertical force due to the
velocity of the structure moving vertically into the
soil (foruse after soil-wedge formation)
slope of the dynamic vertical soil-force loading line
prior to soil-wedge formation, Ib/in.
slope of the honeycomb SHOCK n compression unloading
line (n=Nss +2, ..., N +l), lbAn.


























slope of the honeycomb SHOCK tension unloading line
n
(n = NSS + 2, ..., N + 1), lbAn.
friction coefficient between the structure and the soil
origin of the Apollo reference-system coordinates
2
area associated with any given point on edge ring 1, in
2
area associated with any given point on edge ring 2, in
area associated with any given point on edge ring 3, in 2
relative-displacement vector from AR to point RS1
along the X-axis, in. o
relative-displacement vector from AR to point RS2
o
along the X-axis, in.
relative-displacement vector from AR ° to point RS3
along the X-axis, in.
slope of the honeycomb couch-bumper loading line, Ib/in.
slope of the static vertical soil-force unloading line,
lbAn.
structural damping coefficient for the cyclic-deformation
shock struts (when they are used), lb-sec/in.
equivalent fluid-damping coefficient for spring
SHOCK n (n = 2, ..., NSS + 1), lb-sec2/in 2
soil drag coefficient for the horizontal drag force due to
the horizontal velocity of the structure moving through
the soil
soil drag coefficient for the horizontal drag force due to
vertical penetration of the structure into the soil
spring constant of spring SHOCK (n = 2, + I),
Ib/in. n """' NSS
equilibrium position of SHOCK n (n = 2, ..., N + 1), in.





















y,n'c.g.z,n components about the in-, Jn-' and kn-aXes , respectively,
of the total torque acting through c.g. (n = 1, 2),
in-lb n
soil density, lb/in 3
compression stroke required to reach the constant-crush
level of a point on edge ring 1, in.
compression stroke required to reach the constant-crush
level of a point on edge ring 2, in.
compression stroke required to reach the constant-crush
level of a point on edge ring 3, in.
modulus of elasticity for the heat-shield facing material,
Ib/in2
strut compression stroke required to reach the first
constant-crush level of honeycomb
SHOCK n (n=Nss +2, ..., N+I), in.
couch-bumper compression stroke required to reach
the constant-crush level, in.
honeycomb or cyclic-deformation strut tension stroke
required to reach the first constant-load level of
honeycomb SHOCK n (n=Nss+2, ..., N+I), in.
strut compression stroke required to reach the end of
the first constant-crush level of honeycomb
SHOCK n (n=Nss +2, ..., N+I), in.
strut tension stroke required to reach the end of the
firstconstant-crush level of honeycomb
SHOCK n (n=Nss +2, ..., N +I), in.
strut compression stroke required to reach the
second constant-crush level of honeycomb
SHOCK n (n=Nss +2, ..., N+I), in.
strut tension stroke required to reach the
second constant-crush level of honeycomb
SHOCK n (n=Nss +2, ..., N+I), in.
FB, i,n'FB, j,n'FB, k, n
FH, MAX
FS, MAX
Fx, 1Cn , Fy, 1Cn , Fz, 1Cn













components of couch-bumper force acting on body n
along the in- , in-' and kn-aXes (n = 1, 2), respec-
tively, lb
maximum force in the honeycomb shock struts, lb
maximum force in the spring shock struts, lb
components of force due to SHOCK (n=2, ..., N+I)
n
acting on body 1 parallel to the il-, Jl-' and kl-axes,
respectively, lb
components of force due to SHOCK (n=2, ..., N+I)
n
acting on body 2 parallel to the i2-, J2-' and k2-axes,
respectively, lb
internal soil-friction angle, rad
total damping force in SHOCK (n=2, ..., N+I), lb
n
total horizontal soil force acting at point
S1, n (n = 1, 2, ..., NSK), lb
left-side couch-bumper compressive force at the start
of a computer run, lb
right-side couch-bumper compressive force at the start
of a computer run, lb
strut compressive force in honeycomb SHOCK
n
(n = NSS + 2, ..., N + 1) at the start of a computer
run, Ib
strut tensile force in honeycomb SHOCK
n
(n = NSS + 2, ..., N + 1) at the start of a computer
run, lb
strut friction force in honeycomb SHOCK
n
(n=Nss+2, ..., N + l) when the piston moves away
from the equilibrium position in the compressive end















FSi, 1' FSj, 1' FSk, 1
FSi, 1, n' FSj, 1, n' FSk, 1, n
FSN(n)
strut friction force in honeycomb SHOCK
n
(n = NSS + 2, ..., N + 1) when the piston moves
toward the equilibrium position from the compressive
end of the cylinder, lb
strut friction force in honeycomb SHOCK
n
(n = NSS + 2, ..., N + 1) when the piston moves
toward the equilibrium position from the tensile end
of the cylinder, lb
strut friction force in honeycomb SHOCK
n
(n = NSS + 2, ..., N + 1) when the piston moves away
from the equilibrium position in the tensile end of the
cylinder, lb
components of the gravity force acting on body n along
the in-, Jn-' and kn-aXes (n = 1, 2), respectively, lb
dynamic horizontal soil force acting at point
S1, n (n = 1, 2, ..., NSK), lb
static horizontal soil force acting at point
S1, n (n= 1, 2, ..., NSK), lb
total nondamping force in SHOCK n (n = 2, ..., N + 1), lb
constant-crush level of a point on edge ring 1, lb
constant-crush level of a point on edge ring 2, lb
constant-crush level of a point on edge ring 3, lb
components of the total soil force acting on body 1 along
the il-, Jl-' and kl-axes, respectively, lb
components of the soil force acting on body 1 at point
Sl, n (n=l, 2, ..., NSK) alongtheil-, Jl-' and
kl-axes, respectively, lb
component of force FSR(n) normal to a tangent plane at






GB, i, n' GB, j, n' GB, k, n
G_, G?, G_
G, I,n'Gy, I,n'Gz, I,n
Gx, 2,n' Gy, 2,n' Gz, 2,n
GCC)NST
GPOWER
GSi, 1' GSj, 1' GSk, 1
GS. GSj, GSk,z, 1, n' 1, n' 1, n
total soil force acting at point Sl, n (]FSR(n)I =
_]FD(n)2+ FVT(n) 2) (n = 1, 2, ..., NSK), lb
dynamic vertical soilforce acting at point
Sl, n (n= I, 2, ..., NSK), ib
static vertical soil force acting at point
S1, n (n = 1, 2, ..., NSK), lb
total vertical soil force acting at point
SI, n (n= I, 2, ..., NSK), Ib
acceleration of gravity, in/sec 2
components about the in-, Jn-' and kn-aXes, respec-
tively, of the torque acting through c.g. (n = 1, 2)
due to the couch bumper, in-lb n
components of the acceleration of gravity along the
_-, _-, and _-axes, respectively, in/sec2
components about the il-, Jl-' and kl-aXes,
tively, of the torque acting through c.g. 1




components about the i2- , J2-' and k2-axes, respec-
tively, of the torque acting through c.g. 2 due to
SHOCK (n= 2, 3, ..., N +1), in-lb
n
soil coefficient for the static vertical force due to verti-
cal penetration of the structure into the soil
power to which the vertical penetration of the structure
into the soilis raised in the staticvertical-force soil
equation
components about the il-, Jl-' and kl-axes, respec-
tively, of the torque acting through c.g. 1 due to the
total soil force, in-lb
components about the il- , J 1-' and kl-axes, respectively,
of the torque acting through c.g. 1 due to the soil





componentof the relative-displacement vector from
AR to the edgeof the capsulealong the Z-axis, in.
O
average heat-shield thickness, in.
body n moments of inertia about the i' "n-' ]n-' and
k'-axes (n = 1, 2), respectively, lb-sec2/in.
n
arbitrarily oriented orthogonal body axes originating at
c. g. n (n = 1, 2) (jl-axis must be parallel to X-axis)
principal inertial axes for body n (n = 1, 2)
unit vectors directed parallel to and in the positive












unit vectors directed parallel to and in the positive
direction of the i'n-, In-" and k'n-aXes (n = 1, 2),
respectively
length of the radius rLB C which defines a ring con-
taining the bolt-circle points (figs. 10 and B-3)
matrix of the direction cosines for transforming vector
components from the principal body axes of body n
(n = 1, 2) to the arbitrarily oriented axes of the
same body
mass of body n (n = 1, 2), lb-sec2/in.
total number of spring-damper and honeycomb struts
(not including couch lateral bumpers)
identifying number of the honeycomb strut which has
the maximum force
identifying number of the honeycomb strut which has
the maximum stroke
identifying number of the spring strut which has the
maximum force



















identifying number of the spring strut which has the
maximum stroke
number of points on the heat-shield bolt circle
number of rings of points on the heat shield (includes the
bolt-circle ring)
number of radial lines of points on the heat shield
heat-shield point corresponding to YHSM
ring 1 point corresponding to YR1M
ring 2 point corresponding to YR2M
ring 3 point corresponding to YR3M
number of points of the heat shield which are capable of
deflecting
point of intersection of plane R and the heat-shield rim
in the direction of the vehicle velocity vector
points on bodies 1 and 2, respectively, for which the
relative-displacement vectors are determined
(n = 1, 2, ..., N + 1) (also the shock attachment points
for n= 2, 3, ..., N+I)
magnitude of the relative-displacement vector from
(n=l, 2, . . N+I), in.point Pl, n to point P2, n " '
tips of the right-side and left-side couch lateral bumpers,
respectively-
depth of penetration of point S1, 1 into the soil, meas-
ured parallel to the Y-axis
plane defined in figure B-1
position vector from c.g. 1 to point S1, n (or to
point S1, RSI, n ) (n= 1, 2, ..., NSK)
origin of the outer heat-shield radius (must be on the
X-axis)






















origin of the edge-ring 2 radius (must be on the X-axis)
origin of the edge-ring 3 radius (must be on the X-axis)
radius which defines a ring containing the bolt-circle
points (figs. 10 and B-3)
radius from the center of the heat shield to the ring
(of points) n (n=l, 2, ..., NOOR) ontheheat
shield, in.
points on the outer surface of the undeflected heat shield
for which deflections are to be determined
(n--1, 2, ..., NSK)
points on the outer surface of undeflected edge ring I
(n--I, 2, ..., 24)
points on the outer surface of undeflected edge ring 2
(n=l, 2, ..., 24)
points on the outer surface of undeflected edge ring 3
(n= I, 2, ..., 24)
maximum stroke in the honeycomb shock struts
maximum stroke in the spring shock struts
first constant-crush level in the compression of honey-
comb SHOCK n (n=Nss +2, ..., N +1), lb
constant-crush level in the compression of the couch-
bumper shocks, lb
second constant-crush level in the compression of honey-
comb SHOCK n (n=Nss +2, ..., N +I), Ib
left-side couch-bumper compression stroke, in.
right-side couch-bumper compression stroke, in.
strut compression stroke of honeycomb SHOCK
n
(n=Nss+2, ..., N+l)atthe start of a computer
run, in.
left-side couch-bumper compression stroke at the start











TFx, n' TFy, n' TFz, n





right-side couch-bumper compression stroke at the
start of a computer run, in.
strut tension stroke of honeycomb SHOCK n (n = NSS + 2,
•.., N + 1) at the start of a computer run, in.
shock strut connected to points P1, n
P2, n (n=2, ..., N+I)
and
first constant load tension level of honeycomb or cyclic-
deformation SHOCK n (n=Nss+2, ..., N+I), lb
second constant load tension level of honeycomb
SHOCK (n +2, N+I), lbn = NSS " " " '
components along the in-, in-' and kn-aXes , respec-
tively, of the total force acting on body n (n = 1, 2), lb
components about the i'n-, In-" and k'n-aXes, respec-
tively, of the total torque acting through c.g.
(n = 1, 2), in-lb n
time, sec
thickness of the stainless-steel face sheet on one side of
the heat shield at point S1, n (n = 1, 2, ..., NSK) and
point S1, B,n (n=NSK+I, ..., NSK+NBC)
components of the translational velocity vector of
c. g. n along the in-, Jn-' and kn-aXes (n = 1, 2),
respectively, in/sec
initial velocity-vector component perpendicular to the
X_ plane, ft/sec
velocity component of point S1 1
in/sec




initial velocity-vector component parallel to the XZ
plane, ft/sec
velocity component of SHOCK n (n = 2,






Xp, 1, n' Yp, 1, n' Zp, 1, n
Xp, 1 +L' Xp, 1- L
Xp, 2, n' Yp, 2, n' Zp, 2, n
Xp, 2+L' Yp, 2+L' Zp, 2+L
Xp, 2-L' Yp, 2-L' Zp, 2-L
XRC
Xs, 1, n' YS, 1, n' ZS, 1, n
Xs, I,RSI, n' YS, I,RSI, n'
Zs, I,RSI, n
orthogonal Apollo reference-system axes
components of the relative-displacement vector from
c.g. 1 to AR ° along the il-, Jl-' and kl-axes,
respectively, in.
components (parallel to the il- , Jl-' and kl-axes) of
the relative-displacement vector from point P1, n to
point P2, n (n = 1, 2, ..., N + 1), respectively, in.
components of the relative-displacement vector from
c.g. 1 to point Pl, n(n=l' 2, ..., N+l) alongthe
il-' Jl-' and kl-axes, respectively, in.
components of the relative-displacement vectors from
to the right-side and left-side couch-bumperc.g. 1
bearing plates, respectively, along the il-axis, in.
components of the relative-displacement vector from
c.g. 2 to point P2, n(n=l' 2, ..., N+l) alongthe
i2-' J2-' and k2-axes, respectively, in.
components of the relative-displacement vector from
c. g. 2 to point P2+L along the i2-, J2-' and k2-axes,
respectively, in.
components of the relative-displacement vector from
c. g. 2 to point P2-L along the i2-, J2-' and k2-axes,
respectively, in.
relative-displacementvector from AR o to point RC
along the X-axis, in.
components of the relative-displacement vector from
AR ° to point Sl,n parallel to the il-, Jl-' and
kl-axes ( in the body 1 axis system) (n = 1, 2, ...,
NSK), respectively, in.
components parallel to the il-, Jl-' and kl-axes (in the
body 1 axis system) of the relative-displacement
(n= I, 2,
vector from AR ° to point SI, RSI,n "'"
24), respectively, in.
12
XS, 1,RS2, n'YS, 1,RS2, n'
ZS, I,RS2, n





XS, 1, 1' YS, 1, I' ZS, 1, 1
Yp, 1 +L' Zp, 1 +L





al, n' a2, n' a3, n
components (in the body I axis system) of the relative-
displacement vector from AR ° to point S1, RS2, n
parallel to the il-, Jl-' and kl-axes (n = 1, 2, ...,
24), respectively, in.
components (in the body 1 axis system) of the relative-
displacement vector from AR ° to point S1, RS3, n
parallel to the il- , Jl-' and kl-axes (n = 1, 2, . .., 24),
respectively, in.
relative-displacement vector from c.g. 1
the CM along the Jl-axis, in.
to the edge of
inertially fixed orthogonal axes or vectors directed along
the X-, Y-, and Z-axes
components of the c.g. n displacement vector along the
X-, Y-, and Z-axes, respectively, in.
components of the inertial displacement vector of
point S1, 1' in.
components of the relative-displacement vector from
c. g. 2 to the point of application of P2+L on the
right-side couch-bumper bearing plate along the
Jl- and k 1- axes, respectively, in.
components of the relative-displacement vector from
e. g. 1 to the point of application of P2-L on the
left-side couch-bumper bearing plate along the
Jl" and kl-axes, respectively, in.
maximum ground penetration of the heat shield, in.
maximum ground penetration of edge ring 1, in.
maximum ground penetration of edge ring 2, in.
maximum ground penetration of edge ring 3, in.
functions defined by equations (23), (24), and (25),
respectively (n = 1, 2, ..., N + 1)












an element of [ F]
matrix defined by equation (1)
orthogonal transformation matrix for transforming vec-
tor components from the inertially fixed axis system
to the arbitrarily oriented body n axis system
(n=l, 2)
orthogonal transformation matrix for transforming vec-
tor components from the arbitrarily oriented body 1
axes to the arbitrarily oriented body 2 axes
deflection of point S1, RS1, n along a normal to the skin
at point $1, RS1, n (n = 1, 2, ..., 24) while moving
from the current depth of penetration of the rigid
structure to the ground-structure equilibrium posi-
tion, in.
deflection of point S1, RS1, n along a normal to the skin
at point S1, RS1, n (n = 1, 2, ..., 24) while moving
from the current depth of penetration of the rigid
structure to the unloaded ground line, in.
structural deflection at point S1, RS1, n normal to a
tangent plane at point S1, RS1, n (n = 1, 2, ..., 24)
when the ground and the structure are in equilibrium,
in.
structural deflection at point S1, RS1, n normal to a
tangent plane at point S1, RS1, n (n = 1, 2, ..., 24),
in.
Poisson ratio for the heat-shield facing material
angle, positive in the clockwise direction, that V T
makes with the negative F-axis, deg
angle from the 0 ° reference line to the radial line
(of points) n (n = 1, 2, . .., NOTHT) on the heat
shield, deg
general Euler angles defining the angular orientation of
the arbitrarily oriented body-fixed axis systems with




x, 1L' _2y,1L' f_z,1L
_2
n' _, n'X, Z, n
x, n' y, n' z, n
Euler angles defining the angular orientation of the
arbitrarily oriented body-fixed axes in, in' and
k (n = 1, 2) with respect to the inertially fixed
n
axes X, Y, and Z, deg
Euler angles defining the angular orientation of the
arbitrarily oriented body-fixed axes i2, J2' and k 2
with respect to the arbitrarily oriented body-fixed
axes il, Jl' and kl, deg
functions defined by equation (19)
body n angular-velocity components about the in-,
in-' and kn-aXes (n = 1, 2), respectively, deg/sec
body n angular-velocity components about the in-,









indicates assumption that AC (1) is a square area
followed by projection of AC (1) perpendicular to
the vector VS, 1, 1
vector components directed from RC to point $1,1
values associated with point S1, 1
differentiation with respect to t
differentiation with respect to t 2
matrix transpose
ANAI.YSIS
This report is a result of the need for a method of determining the dynamic re-
sponse of a falling body when it impacts a soil surface. The mathematical analysis
15
presented in this report is general in scope and is applicable to a large class of
dynamic-response problems which involve the nonlinear motion of two rigid bodies
connected by deformable links and moving in free space, in a gravity field, or with
a soil surface (subsequent to impact of one of the bodies with the soil surface and with
one of the bodies in contact with the soil surface). The digital-computer program ap-
plies this analysis to the specific problem of determining the dynamic response of the
Apollo CM to earth impact. The computer program provides for connection of as
many as 19 deformable links between the two bodies and for monitoring of as many as
322 impact points on one of the bodies. The impact points are presently divided into
200 points on the CM heat shield, 50 points on the CM bolt circle (which attaches the
heat shield to the CM inner structure), and 72 points on the outer edge of the CM.
Although only the edge rings are considered to be deformable in this report, few
computer-program changes would be required for application of the program to a
deformable surface on the entire impacting body.
Axis Systems and General Vehicle Orientation
The general body orientation is shown in figure 1, and the specific body orienta-
tion selected for the sample CM problem is shown in figure 2. In the analysis which
follows, body 1 will represent a CM structure without the crew couch, and body 2 will
represent the crew couch.
Each body has two fixed orthogonal axis systems originating at its center of
gravity. One of the axis systems within each body must be coincident with the body
principal axes. The equations describing the body rotational motion are written with
respect to this axis system and thus reduce to Euler equations. The angular orienta-
tion of the other axis system within each body is arbitrary but usually coincident with
any existing geometrically symmetric axes. This arbitrarily oriented system is lo-
cated in an inertial frame by the set of Euler angles defined in figure 3. Equations
that describe the translational motion of a given body are always written with respect
to the arbitrarily oriented axis system within the body. The two arbitrarily oriented
systems (one in each body) are related to one another by a set of relative Euler angles
which reduce to pitch, roll, and yaw for small angles (fig. 4). Within a given body,
the t_o axis systems are related to each other by a set of direction cosines.
The computer program requires several coordinate transformations. To sim-
plify the description of many of these transformations, the following general matrix
will be required.
[ r] =




-sin cos 4) +
sin 4) sin o cos
sin 4) sin 4) +
cos 4) sin o cos ¢,
cos 0 sin _9
cos 4) cos +
sin 4) sin 0 sin _9
-sin 4)cos _ +
cos 4)sine sin _P
-sin o
sin 4) cos e
cos 4) cos o
(t)
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The principal body axes are related to the arbitrarily oriented axes in the same
body by




where n= 1, 2; and [_n] is given by
1"n . ]-,n
I_n] = i-n" ]-n
kn" Pn
-:- _-_ -_ _t-
in Jn n n
J--n 7"I "• Jn ]-n k'n
• "rt _ . _v
"kn In n n
(3)





where n : i, 2; and Frnl is given by equation (1)after the following substitutions are
made: [r] = Vrn], rmp = rmp, n , _ = _n' e = e n' and _ = q_n where m = 1, 2, 3
and p = 1, 2, 3. The arbitrarily oriented body axes of body 1 are related to the arbi-










is given by equation (1) after the following substitutions are made:
rmp rmp, o o,. _= _, and _ = q5 where m= 1, 2, 3 and
Equations of Motion
The equations used in the computer program place no restrictions (within the
limitations imposed by physical interference) on either angular or translational dis-
placement of the two bodies relative to an inertial frame or to each other. The bodies
may also have completely general geometric and inertial properties.
The equations of rotational motion used in the computer program are
_' -_2' _2' (I - Ik,,n) = TG (6)Ii',n x,n y,n z,n j',n x,n
Ij',n y,n x,n z,n ',n y,n
a' ? n)  Oz,,n z,n x,n y,m i', n , n
' f_ ' ' Body
where n = I, 2. Integration of these equations yields _2x, n' y, n' and f_z, n"








where n= 1, 2.
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The equations of translational motion for body n are
Mn U''n + Mn(_2y, nWn' - _2z,n V'n ')= TF x,n (10)
Mn n x,n n y,n (11)
w'' +Mn_ v''-_2 u'_ = TFMn n x,n n y,n n z,n (12)
where n = 1, 2. Integration of these equations yields u' ', v' ' and w' '
n n ' n "
The time rates of change of the inertial Euler angles for body n are given by
°n = _2y, n cos _bn - _2 sin _nZ_ n
(13)
Sn = n + tan o n (ny, sin _bn + _ cos Cn)x, n n z, n
(gy, sin _n + 9 cos _n)




where n = 1, 2. Integration of these equations results in the Euler angles shown in
figure 3. The time rates of change of the relative Euler angles are given by















Integration of equations (16), (17), and (18) yields the relative Euler angles.
Within the arbitrarily oriented body 1 axis system, components of the time rate
of change of Pl, nP2, n are given by
= - -U i' - Z +Xn Yn_2z, 1 Znfly, 1 p, 1, n_2y, 1 Yp, 1, n_z, 1
+Tlla 1, n + r-21a2, n +F-31a3, n
(20)
= - '' -X +
Yn Zn_2x, 1 Xn_2z, 1 - Vl p, 1, n_2z, 1 Zp, 1, n_2x, 1
+ F-12 a 1, n + r22 a 2, n + F-32 a 3, n (21)
Zn = Xn_2y, 1 - Yn_2x, 1 - w_' - Yp, i,n_2x,1 + Xp, i,n_2y,1
(22)
+r13a 1, n + F---23a2, n +r33a3, n
where n= 1, 2, ..., N+I and
al, n =u½' +Zp, 2, nfly, 2 - Yp, 2, n_2z, 2
(23)
=V½' +Xa2, n p, 2,n_z, 2 Zp, 2,n_x, 2
(24)
a3, n = w_' + Yp, 2, n_2x, 2 - Xp, 2, n_2y, 2
(25)
Integration of equations (20), (21), and (22) yields the components of the relative-
displacement vector from point P1, n to point P2, n"
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Force and Moment Equations
As stated previously, body 1 represents a CM structure without its crew couch.
The forces acting on body 1 are the stroking forces of the interconnecting shock struts,
ground-impact forces, and gravity forces.
The forces acting on body 2 (the crew couch) are caused by shock-strut stroking
and gravity. The shock-strut-stroking forces are considered first. The three kinds
of shock struts that may be simulated by the computer program are spring-damper
shock struts, honeycomb shock struts, and cyciic-deformation shock struts. The
spring force developed in the spring-damper shock struts is given by
where n = 2, ..., N + 1. Energy absorption per cycle caused by damping is expressed
by the following nonviscous-fluid damping term
FDn = CDn(VCn) 0VCn) (27)
where n= 2, ..., N+ 1; and VC n is given by
xx ÷z
n n n n n n (28)VC n
IP1, nP2, n
where n= 2, ..., N+I; and FD n and FK are directed along SHOCK with signs
determined by the arbitrary axes of body 1. Equations (26), (27), and (28) apply in-
directly to the other two types of shock struts, as explained in the following paragraph.
Assume that FK represents the force generated by the crushing of honeycomb
n
in the shock strut. Such a force may be determined numerically by the computer pro-
which computes .IPl, nP2, n I and uses this value (together with the value savedgram,
J
from the last integration step) to locate the corresponding honeycomb force in a table
generated by the computer from a curve of the type shown in figure 5. Coulomb damp-
ing in the strut is represented by FD . This type of damping results in a constant
n
friction force that acts on the strut (whenever it is in motion) in a direction opposite to
the instantaneous strut velocity. The computer program is capable of handling four
discrete values of FD for each strut. These values depend on the direction of the
n
stroking and on whether the stroking is taking place in the head end of the cylinder. A
table in the computer program may be used at any time to obtain FD n as a function of
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instantaneousstrut length andvelocity. A visual representation of the combined action
of honeycombcrushing andfriction force is shownin figure 6.
If the user requires a simulation of cyclic-deformation stroking, FK repre-n
sents the force generatedwhenthe strut material is deformed by motion of one endof
the strut relative to the other strut. The force FK is determined numerically by then
computer program. The computer determines the current value of IPl, nP2,n I and
uses the value (together with the value saved from the last integration step) to locate
the correct deformation force in a table generated by the computer from a curve of the
type shownin figure 7. The structural damping in the strut FD is expressedby the
following dampingterm n
FDn= CsT(VCn) (29)
where n= 2, ..., N + 1. The components of force caused by SHOCK




Fx, 1Cn = (FKn+ FDn)IPl, nP2, nl
Y
n (31)
Fy, iCn = (FKn + FD_ iPl, nP2, nl
Z
n (32)
Fz, 1Ca = (FKn+ FDn)I Pl, nP2, n I
where n=2, ..., N+I.
The shock force acting on body 2 will be equal and opposite to the shock force on
body 1. The components of force (in the arbitrarily oriented body 2 axis system) caused









where n = 2, ..., N + 1. The components of torque (in the arbitrarily oriented body 1
axis system), acting through c.g. 1 and caused by SHOCK acting at point P1, n'
are given by n
Gx, 1, n = Yp, 1, n(Fz, 1Cn) - Zp, 1, n(Fy, 1C_ (34)
Gy, 1, n = Zp, 1, n(Fx, 1Cn) - Xp, 1, n(Fz, 1Cn) (35)
where
Gz, 1, n = Xp, 1, n(Fy, 1Cn) - Yp, 1, n(Fx, 1Cn)
n= 2, ..., N+ 1. Similarly, for body2
(36)
Gx, 2, n = Yp, 2, n(Fz, 2Cn) - Zp, 2, n(Fy, 2Cn) (37)
Gy, 2, n = Zp, 2, n(Fx, 2C_ - Xp, 2, n(Fz, 2Cn) (38)
(39)
where n=2, ..., N+ 1.
The computer program provides for two honeycomb couch bumpers, which are
constrained to deform in compression only in a direction parallel to the i2-axis. The
tips of the bumpers are located as shown in figure 8. To determine the bumper forces
and torque acting on the system at any given time step, the computer program first
establishes which, if any, bumper tip is penetrating a bearing plate. If, for example,
interference exists between point P2+L and the right-side bearing plate, the computer
program will stroke the bumper parallel to the i2-axis until P2+L lies on the bearing
plate. The force in the bumper acting on body 2 FB, i, 2 can then be located in a table
generated by the computer from a curve of the type shown in figure 9.
Note that FB, j, 2 and FB, k, 2 both equal zero and that FB, i, 2 is negative for
right-bumper contact. The point of application of point P2+L on the right bearing
plate (%, I+L' Yp, I+L' Zp, I+L) is computed in the arbitrarily oriented body 1 axis
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system. The componentsof force in the same axis system that are due to the couch









The components of torque (in the arbitrarily oriented body 2 axis system), acting through
c. g. 2 and caused by the couch bumper acting at point P2+L' are given by
GB, i, 2 = 0 (41)
GB, j, 2 = Zp, 2+L(FB, i, 2) (42)
%,k,2---Yp, i,2) (431
The components of torque (in the arbitrarily oriented body 1 axis system), acting through
c. g. 1 and caused by the couch bumper acting at point P2+L' are given by
GB, i,I=Yp, I+L(FB, k, 1)- Zp, I+L(FB, j,1) (44)
GB, j, 1 = Zp, I+L(FB, i, 1) - Xp, I+L(FB, k, 1) (45)
GB, k, 1 = Xp, I+L(FB, j, 1) -Yp, I+L(FB, i, 1) (46)
To compute the ground-impact forces acting on body 1, the CM structure is divided
into two distinct load-carrying areas, the heat shield and the outer edge (or toe) of the
structure, which extends beyond the heat shield. The heat shield is a spherical surface
with a radius originating at RC and will be considered first.
Several points are located on the heat shield in polar coordinates. The points are
numbered clockwise and outward, beginning at the intersection line q_8 and ring 1
(fig. 10). The outermost ring of points is located at the edge of the heat shield. A ring
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of points must also be located at the bolt circle, where the heat shield is mounted to
the pressure shell. These bolt-circle points must be assigned higher numbers than any
other points on the heat shield. All the information required to locate these points is
loaded into the computer and stored in the computer memory. To compute soil loads
on the skin, a portion of the heat-shield area is assigned to each point, except for
points on the bolt circle. Because the heat shield is considered simply to be supported
at the bolt circle, loads there do not contribute to heat-shield bending.
Figure 10 indicates the manner in which the areas are assigned to the points.
(Radii and angles bounding the areas are selected midway between adjacent heat-shield
points, excluding the bolt-circle points. ) At a given instant, the computer program
will determine which heat-shield points are below the XZ (inertial) plane, that is,
below____the undeformed soil surface. Assume, for example, that point S1, 1 is below
the XZ plane and has a soil force acting on it (fig. 11). The point is located in the
inertial system by coordinates _S, 1, 1' YS, 1, 1' and ZS, 1, 1" The coordinate
YS, 1, 1 gives the current depth of penetration into the soil. The computer also has
available in memory the previous depth of penetration of point S1, 1' as well as the
permanent soil deformation, if any, associated with the point. The inertial-velocity
components of point S1, 1 are computed from the
translational and rotational velocities of body 1. The resultant horizontal-velocity
component VS, 1, 1 (parallel to the XZ plane) is then computed. The soil forces act-
ing at point S1, 1 are broken down into horizontal and vertical components, both of
which consist of static-force and dynamic-force terms. The equations used are ob-
tained from reference 1. The manner in which both static and dynamic vertical soil
forces vary with penetration depth and velocity is indicated in figure 12.
The equation for the static vertical force at point S1, 1 (assuming a loading con-dition) is
FVS(1) = (0.09)(GC_NST)[ AC(1)] [ PENETRATION(l)] GPOWER (47)
The equation for the dynamic vertical force at point S1, 1 prior to soil-wedge forma-tion is
FVD(1) = (0. 09)(AKNT)[ PENETRATION(l)] [ AC( 1)] (48)
After soil-wedge formation, this force becomes
FVD(1) = (0.5)(DENSTY)[ AC(1)] (AKC) (Ys, I,1)2 (49)
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The total vertical soil force at point S1,1 is given by
FVT(1) = FVS(1) + FVD(1) (50)
For the computation of the horizontal component of soil force at point S1, 1' the area
AC(1) is assumed to be square and projected perpendicular to the vector VS, 1, 1 ° This
projected area is then used in the equations for the horizontal soil force.
The equation for the static horizontal force at point S1, 1 is
FHS(1) = CGO(DENSTY)[ PENETRATION(I)] AC( 1)proj(tan FA) (51)
The equation for the dynamic horizontal force at point $1,1 is
FHD(1)=CDO(DENSTY)EAC(:)projlVs,1, 112 (52)
The total horizontal soil force at point S1, 1
ously and a friction-force term that follows.
consists of the drag forces given previ-
FD(1) = FHS(1) + FHD(1) + (AMU)[FVT(1)] (53)
The friction force is resolved into components FD(1)_ and FD(1)_ along the
and Z inertial axes, respectively. In the arbitrarily oriented body 1 axis system, the








where n= 1, 2, ..., NSK.
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The componentsof torque (in the arbitrarily oriented body 1 axis system), acting






x FSj, 1, n
FSk, 1, n
(55)
where n= 1, 2, ..., NSK.
The geometry is shown in figure 13. The three edge rings are simulated by coni-
cal frustums with arbitrarily selected heights. The rings are located relative to the
X-axis by imaginary cones with slant heights that are perpendicular to the edge-ring
slant heights and that intersect them at their midpoints. All three rings have 24 points,
numbered identically. The points comprising each ring are equally spaced and have
equal areas. The ring-point numbering system is related to the heat-shield-point num-
bering system, as indicated in figure 13.
The data required to locate the edge-ring points and the areas assigned to the
points are loaded into the computer and stored in the computer memory. Two options
are available for loading the edge-ring data. For the first option, the edge rings are
considered to be rigid and are handled in the manner prescribed for the heat shield.
The second option permits edge-ring deformation as well as ground deformation. A
load-stroke curve of the type shown in figure 14 is assigned to each ring. At each time
step, an iterative procedure in the computer program determines the equilibrium posi-
tion between the ground and each edge point in contact with the ground. A curve of the
type shown in figure 15 is constructed by the computer program for each point in con-
tact with the ground. By assuming the structure to be rigid, a value y of FSN(n)
may be obtained from the dot product of FSR(n) and a unit vector normal to the edge
ring at S1, RSI, n" The value 51, n may then be determined from the current depth
of penetration of point S1, RS1, n and the previous ground-structure equilibrium posi-
tion saved in the computer memory from the last integration step. The value x of
FSN(n) (corresponding to 51, n) may now be obtained from the soil-force equations, if
the velocity of point S1, RS1, n at a deflection of 51, n is assumed to be the same as
the velocity at the undeflected position (because 51, n<<IRs, n ]). Given the value x
of FVS(n), deflection 52, n may be derived from the slope BOFF of the unloading
curve, because any further structural deformation from the previous equilibrium posi-
tion will result in unloading of the soil force.
The next step is to SUl_rimpose the load-stroke curve (fig. 14) for the edge-ring
point onto the FSN(n) versus 5 curve. The intersection point of the two curves, de-n
termined numerically by the computer, represents the structural deflection 5
e,n
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required for the ground and the structure to ue in equilibrium. The computer provides
for the intersection of either the loading ramp or the constant level (FRI) of the struc-
ture curve with either of the two sections of the FSN(n) versus 5 curve. The case
n
of an undeformed structure falling between the unloaded ground line and the previous
equilibrium position is handled similarly.
Whether the edge rings are considered to be rigid or flexible, the result of the
analysis will be force and moment equations similar to equation (54). In the arbitrarily
oriented body i axis system, the components of torque acting through c.g. 1 and caused
by the couch-bumper, shock-strut, and soil forces are given by
N+I NSK




C. g.y, 1 =_ Gy, 1, n + GB, j, 1 + _ GSj, I,n
n=2 n=l
(57)
c" g" z, 1
N+l NSK
= _ Gz, l, n + GB, k, 1 +
n= 2 n= 1
_GSk, 1, n (58)
respectively. Similarly, for body 2
N+I












The components of the total torque acting through c.g. may now be transformed to











where n = 1, 2. The components of the total force acting on body 2 along the arbitrar-
ily oriented body axes are given by
N+I
TFx, 2 _ Fx, 2Cn + FB, i, 2 + FGi, 2 (63)
n=2
N+I




= '_ + FGk,TFz, 2 i.__,, Fz, 2Cn 2
n=2
(65)
The components of the gravity force acting on body n along the arbitrarily oriented
body axes are given by




where n = 1, 2. The components of the total force acting on body 1 along the arbitrar-








This report presents the six-degree-of-freedom rigid-body equations of motion
for each of two bodies connected by shock struts and subjected to ground impact. A
basic digital-computer program was presented for determining the dynamic response
of the complete configuration subjected to gravity, strut-deformation, and soil-impact
forces. The digital-computer program was written in subroutine form to facilitate the
addition of equations representing other hardware and impact surfaces.
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Point ARo is on the outer surface of the heat shield and on the CM axis
of symmetry.
The il-,Jl-,k 1- axes are parallel to the Y-,X-,Z- axes, respectively.
The i1-, Jr-, kl- axes are parallel to the i2-, J2-, k2- axes, respectively.
(a) Axis orientation selected for current CM studies.
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Figure 2. - Concluded.
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(c) Yaw. (d) Roll.
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Figure 6. - Mechanism of friction and hysteresis in










2 Returned strokewas assumed continuous backto
point2, atwhich timea secondtensilestroke
began (dottedline)and continuedpastpointI
Figure 7. - Cyclic-deformation-shock-strut characteristics (tensile
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(a) Static vertical force as a function of penetration depth.
_1 _L. _ FunctiOns Of
"_J .',_/" I/1_,_ _,,/ impact velocity
__ -- ___,_.._ Soil-wedge formation
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(b) Dynamic vertical force as a function of penetration depth.
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Stroke normal to the skin
Figure 14. - Load-stroke curve for edge-ring points
(same curve for each point in a given ring).
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(b) Mathematical representation of equilibrium.
Figure 15. - Method of determining ground-structure ,equilibrium for a
point on edge ring 1.
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APPENDIX A
FORTRAN V PROGRAM FOR PREDICTING THE DYNAMIC RESPONSE
OF THE APOLLO COMMAND MODULETO EARTH IMPACT
EXPLANATION
As presented in this appendix, portions of the FORTRAN V program output re-
quire a high-speed microfilm recorder. If the recording equipment is unavailable,
affected portions of the output may be bypassed by punching the appropriate number
in position 7 on the first data card of each set. The computer program is capable of
simulating impact cases involving certain CM hardware not used in the author's cor-
relation study. Body 2, represented by a Weber couch, becomes a unitized couch
when line 51 of subroutine INPUT is changed as indicated in line 50. To substitute
honeycomb or linear springs for the arbitrarily specified cyclic-deformation shock
struts, simply revise subroutine CABFOR per lines 74, 114, and 120.
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COMPUTER PROGRAM LI STING
bEb _lN-(ob,.C)






c_uIVALENCE(VARI301) _NTEbER(I I)_(i_TEbER(:_Z) _NPP) _IVARIIU| ; _YUXll_
I)
ZERO CORE AT INITIAL LOADING
DO 30 J=l _9999
30 VA_(J) = 0,0
SET DFRIvATIvE O_ |NDEPENDENT VARIABLE ._R_ IIsELF EWOAL I0 O_L
uYDX(I )=1.0
20 CALL _K









LOMMOi_ VAR_ _NI, _FST
COHMOt_/A_M/[.NN_TMESN_KA| _a| .A2_A3.Afl.AS.A7.MAP_E_YP_PRNI
EQUIVALENCE (VAkll).Y( I ) _IiA R(IOI)=QYUXII) ) _IVARIZOI |'_l
I I)), IvA_I3OI_NIEqERII) l,lVAR(351),OII ) )_(VARlff_l) _P(I ) )_
ZINIEb_RI6) _NlilIwI_b_(32) _PP)


















bO 30 J=| _NN
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30 [(jl=v(J+l)
I LNN÷I )=Y( ! }
flap =
CALL r_K Alt
CALL HO;'_5 A V
10 CALL uUTPU[
IF |Y(I )-P{2) )00,,330,330
¢_0 (,.0 N T I t,JU E
(.ALL _ K A t,I
CALL r_ONSAV
(_0 TO 7U
"_30 R¢. l" _JH N
END
SRC2
5U d_ UU I I iwl;,.I ,._I"kJT
bIvlLNbION Y_2_Iu(.Jfl),FV_IO(24),Yr_ZR2U(2¢l),FVr_ZO(Z4} JY_2KJU("4}.
|Fvk3Ol2q)
DIriFNb|ON Y(IOOl,,_,llht)) oP(gb"t9),rwIL_LR(bU },,V
| _R (99V'/) ,YtJ2510(200 ) ,FVO(.'+,0)
Z, rHIbPtq0} ,_5P(20) ,AC(ZUb) ,ACR(IV) ,AC[rtI (qbJ ,ULLr.._U(/2)
cOMMON _A _
EWUIvALLNCr_ (VA_(_),Y(I ) } o(VA_(2UI) _(1))
l , ( _AR (3_,I) ,hTLbER ( i ) ) • ( VA_(q61 ) ,P( I )
; , {NILGL_ (b) t,N) , LNIEGER (2 A oNP) ,(NIEbE. N (6) mNSA,)
,3, (t. TE_aER (2_) ,NPAR) , (P(3168_ ,YH251u (I) _ , (p (,Z9b_) o F VO{ I ) ) t |p (OUU(|)
4 oAr,b) , (P(3967) ,,F A) o (Pt39bfl),,AKC)
b , (p(J970) ,AC( 1 ) ) t (P (65U1) , INTsP( ! ) ! _ (p (6541 | ,_p( I I ;
Ew[IIV_,LENCL (P(_783),yB2kl,)ll)) t (r(b_6S),FVNiO(l)),(p(bcJuT) I
! Y,t2RZO(I) ) , (P(o879),FvR20t I )),(PIb831) oy_',2N`30(! I ; o
2 (P(6V03) oFVR30(I ) I _(P(730_) tdELE_O(l))
C R_AO CONTROL INTEGER5 INIO PHOBLEM
R_Ao (5,30) (NTLGER(J} oJ=! _9)
30 FORMATtg[5)
















C CHEC_ FU_ IN_IVIu_,AL FLO_TIN_ POINT
IF (NP) 380,380,|10























































ZERO THE _ A,_D 5_T IN IL
DO 420 J • I .N
_IJ) = 0.0
CONTINUE
T HEAT SHIELD %KIN POINT cO;'_RoINAT_S INTO IHEIR _ORKINb LUCAIION_






SET RING SKIN POINT cOORdINATeS














C PUT HONEYCOM_ SHOC_ INITIAL Cr_hOI I |UNS IN THai R _iUff_|Nb LULAI IUN_























C CALCULATE YBAR COMPONENT OF PnSITIO_ VECTOR FROM C_! TO NE IN I I ,dI =
C _! SYSTLH
PIgb?;=P(?bOI+PI96b)
C SET SOIL PENETRATIONS ANu FORr, ES TO zERO,IF IT 15 ULbI_LU IU INPUT












C SET SOIL TO ZERO FUR RINb 3
DO q2 J=l _2q
YB2R3U(J)=D.O
42 FVR3OIJ)=O*O
C SET RING DEFLECTIONS TO ZERO
DO SOJ J=l,TZ
_U3 DELEQOIJI=O,O















COrIPuTL _AOll BUUNUIN_ TNE AREAS




52 |F(j.oT, (L_C-I) _0 TO 53
ACX(J)=((RSP(j÷2}-RSP(J))/_,O)+NSF(J)
tO TO bI
b3 IF(J,EW,NRAODu)bO To b_




COMPUTE ANGLES _OUNDING THE AREAS






























DIMENSION YB2rIOIZ_| oKVRIO(2N),Y_2RZU(2_) _VR_OIZ_)_y_2R3U(_|,
IFvR30(2_)
UIMENSION YB2R| (2_) _Y_2R2(pg),yB2.3(2_|








! YB2RZO(I)) _(P(O_79I tFVR20_l))t Ip(6831 ) _Yb2R3U{_}| =
2 (p(6703) *FvR30(_)_*(P(7303) oDELEwO(]))
EQUIVALENCE (P(0927) tYB2RL t|)) _(p(695|) oY_2RZ(|l ) =(p(6975) oY_2R3
49
1(1) IoL_(7231),DLLL_U(I} ), (p(1303).DEL_O(I))
L,_U|V_LLNCE (_(/378) tVLCTB,,_I | ] ) o (r (7460),YB2R_N(I } ) I(PI75Z2) o
IXD2_Si,(1)),(P{7594) IZ_2_SNt I ) )
L_U|V_LLNCL(_qTE_E_(29_oNSPSH}, INTLG_(3O) t [Nu|) t IP|_) tNSTU_(I | l
|,(Pl4ul ) _LSU_3(I)) _ (Plb6|) .cO_E( 1 ) ) _(NTEGLRIZ| ] _NCAULE) o
2t_TLG_RIZB)IN_A_II(VARI3dIIoNTEGL_(|I)D(VAR(4_|)IH(I))
3_(hIEuLR(2U) _NLATP) o(p(27_1 ) .SEVcJPI,(P(4_g) =_THOKP) _(PI_SJ) _FLC
4|3P) _(NrLGER(lg) _NLAT_),iPI27S2) =SEVCJH),IP(_O) =_T_O_H) _(P(_64)
b,fEC|jHI _(NTE_E_Ib| _N_K) _ (_ (2758) _YuZS| ( I ) ) _ (P{3_bS) _YUZ_|O(_))
b_(p(2_bdl_FVOl I _ I _(P(39bl I,GCoi_ST) I(P(39A2) _ffU_g_l_lP(3jbd_ _PR
7{| ) ) _iPI3558},xbTR( l)),(p(_758) ,v_CTbII I ) _(Plffl_b) _XdZ_IS(|_ } _
_(p(_3oO),Y_ZHiSll) ) _(pINSSrlI,Z_2_TS([))
1) _EI ) . (p(b_b) _F} ) _ (P(b87) _GI }.(P(_8) _HI ) _ (P(_dY) _AJ_ ) _ iPIbYO) IA2]
3o) _b2) _(PIbgl_ _t_2) _ (PIbg_).AI2) _(v( _78U) _AINI 1))
E_U|V_LENCE (PlYbbg)=YHS_Xi,lpl7b_O),NPH%),(fflTb7l)*Y_[_)_































5AVE GROUND FORct AN_ PENET_A_|ON D|_TANcE FUR fflNb
YRIMX=O.O







FVRIO{J)=(GCOI_SI_(A_5(YB2R_ (J)) }_GPO_ER)ip(obbl I/II.U_/
O4 CONII,_uE
5O











C 5AVE GNOUNO FORCE AND PENETRATION DISTANCE FOR RINb
YR3MX=UmU









C DAVE RIN_ OEFLECIIUN5
UO 71 J=1,72















80 _ORMA_I?fl EDbL PT,|_o_6H ½_S pERI_.SEI oFEIs._|
DELE_UIJ|=DELL_U(J)-DELM09
















C DETERMINE PLATE _EFLEETIUNS,XsTR|J),,_HERE NEL_ED






1 FUNMAT( IH )
00 I8 J=l tNSK




Z_ FO_MAT(37H÷LOnE_[ NU=PT=IN CONTACT









25 FO_hAT (IH+H2X,39HIOIAL NO*,_F
IHEST NO*PT,|N CUNTACT ISI4)
BI
-IIH SUIL i_14l
_TRuLTU_AL MATriX I$ AVAILABLE,
sTRuLTUHAL MATRIX 15 AVA|LAbLL,
pTS,IN coNTALT ,,ITM _OIL l_14o_H -l_
_RITEI6_81 )p(b999) iP(10OO),p(7001 _





DIMENS_UN Y(JOO)t p(gb_v| ,NTEuE_(bU )=VA_(99Yg_
COMMQN vAR
E_UIVAL_NCE {VAR(_ ),Y( | ) ) _ (VA_(3UI | _NIE_(I i ), IVA
R(451) eP( I ) )
E_UIvALLNCL |PI IU_,DLI I I _ _(PIII I _DLI 12| _(PII_I _ULI 13i .IPI
13I_uLIZI_(P(I_|,OLIZZI,(P(IS].OLIZ31 _(_(t_I,ULI3| _,(P(I
7) _ULI_Z)_{PIIB).I)LI33)*IPI261=bL211)_IpiZ71=ULZI2)=tPIZ=






























































































































C SET iN cABLE INITIAL cONuITION$
NCA_L_ = NTE_ER(2| )
NRLS_V = NTE_ER(3|
NUO = J_NCABLE
DO _0 d = I oNDO
NPUT = d + 2_ + NwESRV





DIMENSION Y(IOO),r_YDX( IOU)oH(9Sqg),NTE_R(bU )oVAR(gv9v)o
I XIPIi2D)=YIpi[20).ZIpI (20)oX2pZ(ZO) _yZpZ(20) _ZZpZIZo) _
2 A| (2U)_A2(ZO)oA3(?O).FXII(ZO)_Fy|I(ZO)_FZi|(ZU)_FXZ|[20)_






1 N]_GLR(| )) t (VAR(4_I) tP(l J) o (Y(21 e0HAIP) t (_Y_A(¢) iOHXIp_} t
2 (Y(3) tONY|P) t (OYD= (3} ,OhY|P_) e (Y(_) IOMZ|P ) i (Y(_) JU|PP) i
3 (OYox(5) tU[PPO} .(Y(6} tVlrP) t (DYDx(6) eVIPPD) oiYt;; IWipp} t
4 (_YoA(II I_,|PPD), (v(8} tTHi I ) , (_Yox(B) eTHT|O; t (Yt9) IPH|I } i
5 (DYDx(¥) tYHZ [O}.(v(1U) te'sll ) ,(Dy_X(IU}tP_IIO).(Y(|| } oOHXZ
6 P) t{_uXI I I),OMX2PD) .(Y(12) ouMY2P) _(_YbX(IZ) eOMY_P_I _
; (Y(13} ,OHZ2p) ,(DYox(I3) _bMZZpO).(Y(14} DUZpP; e(uYuX(I_) .
e U2PPo), (Y(|5) ,V2PP},(DYOx(IS) oV2PP_} i (Y( |6} , _ZPP) t (DY_X
9 (16)._ZppD),(Y(17t .THT2).(DyDX(17} eT_IZU) t (_ (1_) ,pH|2}
E_U|vALLNCE IDYOXcIBI.PH|2_),(Y{Ig)tPSIZ/tIOTDA(19}tPS|ZU
[ ) _(Yi2b) _THTBR) .(L) YUx(Zd) _ThTbR_), (Y(2|) tP_|_I ,l_Y_x(21)
J (P(4) .L|YYL ).(PIS_.CiZZi ; , (P(b).CM|) t (P(|_) .ULA 11) , (p( ] I )
4 ,_LII2; ,(P( ]Z),OLII3},(p(13) ._LtZ ) ,(P(14) ,ULLZ_} ,{Pl|_) ,
b DLI2J) . (P(16) ,DL] xl }. (P(|7),OL| _2 , (P(lb) ,ULI33), (P(J?},
6 CIXX_} , (P(20) ,CIYv2). (P(2[).CIZ7Z , (PIZZ) .LMZ) , (PlZb),
l DLZ[ | } _(P(27),DL212}.(P(_S) ,_L2[3 , tp(29) ._LZ21 } ,(P(30) ,
_L222), (P{3I I ,DL2;3), (P(32} .UL23! ,IP(3_I,ULZ3ZI.(PI3q) t
9 UL233] _(P(35|,STHT[ ), IPI36},ETHTl .(pIJ7},TTHTI)
L_U[wALLNCE (p(381,SrHT2},(p(39),CT_f2),(p(4U}.TTH12),
Z ),{p(4_}tCPH|l)_(p(_b}iSt_H|Z),(p(47),CpH|2).(p(q_}eSpH|_N
3 } , (p(4_) t_pH[SR) _ {p(%0) ._XlP} , (p{S| I ,by}p) t _P(_Z) e_Z|p) ,(
4 p(63) .uXZP) t(p{5_) .byZp) t (p(6S} .bZ_P) t (p(5o} ,UlnA| } t (p(ST}




9 3| ) ,(P(76) ,GAM832) t (p(76} ,bAi4633) , (H(77) ,SP_|UhJ
EWU|vAL_NC_ (P(7_ItCpS|OH)tIP(79}._A|_),tP(_0),_Y||},(p(_
l ] ) t6Z| I } ,(P{d2) ,_x2T} .(P(_J) ,GY2r) , (P(_4} ,bLZT} ,(P(_5} .
Z FX| [ I } , (Pi_6)IFY| IT). (P(bT).FZI ITJ _ IPi_J.FXZIT) ,{PlUg} ,
3 FY2IT } ,(P(_O; ,FZ2IT) .(P(_L ) ,Gx|pT) o (P(gZ; ._YIpT ; ,(P(¥3) ,
4 GZIPT},(pI9_I,GX2PT}. (p(_S} .byZpT}, (p(96J,bLZpl _ _(p(97} ,
5 S|NP_2) ,(P(96) ,CUSPH2) _ (p(99} _coSTH2} .(Pi]Uu} tS|NP_l ) , (pt
6 IOI}.CUbPH|} ,(P(lr_Z}.COSThl),(P(221) ,XIPL(I)} ,(P(Zql),
7 YIP]_I ) ) _ (P(261 } ,ZlPI ( I ) ) ,(p(2_l ) ,XZP2([ ) ) ,(P(301) ,y2P2(I
) ) _ (p(32[ | ,Z2p2( | _ ).(p(34| ) .AI (l } ) , (pl3b_ } _A_(1) } ,Ip(3_ | )
,A3(1 ) },(Pt_bl }.FxI] (l) }. (P(48| } ,_Yi/{I } }
L_UIvALENCE (P(5O_ }.FZII I 1) } ,(Pib6] ) iF'L2| (|) } .tPITU[ }.bX!
( [ } ), (K(72]) tGy] ( 1 ) ) . (P(Tqi } ,GZ| (l) ), (P(76| } ,bX2(|) } t[
Z (P(7_| },bY2(I )
J Y_R(| ) ;,(p(801
4 . (P(92i) ,Z_Ru(
6 ,AGZIPI),(P(13
o IP(I3H] ,AFX[ ]T
7 AFXZIT) , (P( 138
OMZ|PD#, (Pl52|
, lp(80l ).bZ2(l ) ).(P(dZI ) ,ABRtl }),IPIeQI I ,
} } . (P(128} ,AbX|PT) t IPI |Z?} ,AbYIPT) t (PI |30)
},_X2PT). IP(I321,AbYZPT} _ (PII33},AbZZPI },
, (P(I35),AFYl ]T).(P(|3_} tAFLIIT),IP1137},
,AFY2IT) .(P(139).AFZ2|T},(_YuA(q) ,
,Fx2I( I } }.(PIb_I },FY2|(I ) }
E_tJIVALENCEIP(5_76) tSPSI2E) . (P(_9/7) ,SPSI [E) . (P(b_7_} ,CP_IZL) ,
| (P(5979) ,CPS| IE) , (NTE_ER(?I ,KAI) . INTEGERIZ2} =NN)
IFIKAI'3)3,3eZ
3 DO q J=I,NN
4 Y(J÷l )=[(J)
Y(I )=1 (NN*[ }
_LT UP THE RLLA1|vE cONSTANT
2 NCABLE • N/EbER(21 }
NH_HV • N]_ER(_ I
54
12
sET IN Xo Yo Z 6A._ VALUEb ,vHICH _ESULT F_OH T_L
INT_bRATION
DO 12 d = I,NCA_LE
JUMP| = 3ed f 20 + N_ESRv
XBR(j| = Y(JUHPI )
YBR(J) = Y(JUHPI ÷ I )
LBR(JI = Y(JUMPI ÷ 2)
CALCULATE TR|GNOMETRIC FuNCIIONs





















CALCULATE bAMHA BAR vALUES FROM |Rib FUIxCTIUNS
GAMBII = CTHTBReCPSIUR
GAMdI2 = LTHIBReS_SI_ R
bAMBI3 = "5THTBR
GAMBZI = -CPHIBRo_PSIBR , 5PHIBR,STHIB_,CPSIBR
GAMB22 = CPHIBR*cPSI_R ÷ $PHIBReSTHT_o_P_I_R
GAMB23 = SPHIBReCTHTHR
GAMB31 = SPH1BR*SPSIBR + CPHIBRoSTHIBff*CP_Io_
GAMB32 = -SPHIBRecPSI_R * CPHI_osTHIu_oSP_I_
GAMB33 = CPHIBROCTHT_R
TRANSFU_H PRINCIPAL AXIS ANGULAR VELQCIIIES |NIu SYMMETRY
AXIS CUMPONENTS
OMXI = DLIIIeOHXI_ ÷ DLII2eOIIYIP • UL113oOMZIP
OMYI = DL|21=0MXlP + DLI_2eOMYI P ÷ ULIZJ=0MLI P
OMZI = ULI31eOMxIP + DLIJ2=OMy|p ÷ OL|33=oMLIP
OMX2 = DL211=OMX2_ + DL212eOMYZp • ULZI3eOMLZ P
OMy2 = OLZZlOOMx2p + bL222eOMyZp • DLZZ3eOMZZ P















CALCULATE THT, PHI 0 pSI _ERIvATIVE5
THTID = CPHIIeOMYI - SPHII_OMZ|
PHIIu = OMXI • TTwTIe(SPhIIe0MYI • cPHI|mOmLI )
55
PSI Iu = ISPHIIi0My[ + CP.I|*uI_ZI )IcTMII
THTZu = CPHI2e0HY_ - SPNI2°OMZ 2
PHI2_ = OMA2 ÷ TTHT2eISPHI2euMY2 ÷ CPHIZ°OML _)
PSI2d = (SPHI2°OMv2 ÷ CF'ffI2oOMZ2)/CTNI2
NOW CALCULATL TH_ ALPHA vALUES
DO 6ZO J = I,NCABLE
AI (j) = U2 + Z2P2(J)oOMY_ - y2P2IJI*UMLZ
A2(JI = VZ + XZPZIJ)'OMLz " /2P2IJI'_MAZ
A3(JI = _2 ÷ YZP2IJ)'UMX_ " xZP_IJI=UMYZ
THEN CALCULATE Xo Y0 Z bAR DERIvATIVeS FuR EACh
ATIALHIIENT POINT
XBRD(J) = YBN(J)'¢IMZI " ZBRIJIeoMYI " U|
1 " ZIPI (J)=OMYI ÷ YIPI (oI°OMZI
2 +bAHai leAl (JI+GAMB2IeA2Ij)÷GAH_IeA_|J)
YBROIJ) = ZB_(JIIDMXI - A_RIjIeoFIZI - Vl
XIPI tJ)*dMZl + ZIPI (JIeOMX|
+ _AMBIZOA| (J) + _AM_2_e_2(J) ÷ _AMb_2eA_(J)
ZBRO(JI = XBR(J)°DMY| - YBRIJIe()HXI - A!
- YIPI td)eOMXl ÷ xIPI (JIeOMYI
2 + GAM_I3$AI (d) + _AM_Z3mA2(J) ÷ bAM_33$A3(_)
TRANSFE_ TO THE SHOCK FORCE %UBROUTINE
CALL LA_FOR
TRANSFORM SYMMETRY AXIS FORCES IN BUuY l INTO blr_MLI_Y
AXIS FORCES IN _O_Y 2
DO 790 J = I oNCABLE
FX21 (J) = - GAM_IIeF'xII(J) " bAMo|2eF fll iJ)
I - GAMBI3*FZI I (J)
FY2I IJ) = - bAMBZteFxI lid) - _AHb_ZOFYIIIJ}
1 - GAM_L3eFZ| I (JI
FLZIIJ) = - bAM_3IOFx|I(J) - GAM_32*FYIIIJ)
I - _AMB33"FZI I(J)
CALCULATE SYHMETRv A_IS _OM_NTS ON _UTH _Oul_S
bxliJ) = YIPI (dleFZl I(J) - ZlPl IJ)¢FYI lid}
GYI (J) = ZIPI (J)_FA| ICJ) - XlPl (J)eFZI lid)
bZtlJ; = XIPI tJI*FYI ILJ) - YIPI IJ)*FAI lIJ)
bx2(dl = Y2P2 IJ)=FZ2IIJ} " Z2P2 (J)eFY2I(JI
_y2(J} = z2P2 (J)mFx2I(J) - X2P2 IJ}*FL2I IJ)
790 _Z2IJ_ = XZP2 (J)oFY2I (J) . Y2P2 (J)=FAZI LJ)











DO 920 J = I 0NCABI E
GAIT = GAIT ÷ GX| IJI
bYIT = GY|T + GYI (J)
_ZiT • bLlT * GZIIJ)
GXZT • GX2T ÷ GAZ(J)
GY2T = bY2T ÷ GYZ(J)
o20 GZ2[ = GZZT + GZZ(J)
NEATo SUM THL SYMMETRY AAIS cOMPONENT5 UF PU_CL












Do ioso d = I_NCA_LE
FXI IT = FXI IT + FAIl(J)
FYI IT = FYI II + FYI lid)
FZlII = FZII f + FZI IldI
FX21T = FX21T + FX21IJ)
FYZIT = FYZIT + FY2IIJ)
FZ2IT = FL21T + FL21(J)
TRANSFURM SYMMETRY AXIS LOMPONENIS OF TU[AL ,40M_NT INTO
PRINCIPAL AXIS COMPONENT5
GXlpI = OLII lebXll + DLIZIeGYIT ÷ DLI3I*bZII
GYIPI = DLII2eGXIT + OLI_2=bYIT + DLI3Z=_ZIT
GZIP_ = OLI|3eGXIT + DLI_3ebyIT ÷ pLI33=GZII
GX2PT = DLZIIeGX2T + DLZ_I'_Y2T + OLZ31°bZZT
GY2PT = DL21ZeGXZT + OL222eby2T ÷ DLZ3ZebZ2[
GZZPI = OL213=GX2T + UL2Z3eby2T + UL233eGZZ]
CALL PORTING FuNcTION AN_ GRAVITY SUBROUTINE
CALL FORFUN
CALCuLAtE THE ANGULAR VELOCITY DERIVATIVES
OMXIPD = (BXIPT ÷ OMYIPtoMZIPo(cIYYI-CIZZI) }ICI_AI
I + AbXIPI/CIXXI
OMYIPD = (bYIPT + OMXIPeoHZIPeIcIzLI'CIXAI I)IcIYYI
I + AGYIPT/cIYYI
OMZIPD = (GZIPT + OMxIPobHYIP°IcIXX I'CIYYI))/CILZ1
I + AGzIPT/CIZZI
OMX2P D = (GX2PT ÷ OMY2PeoMZ2Pe(cIYYZ'cIZLZ) )/CIAA2
I + AGx2PT/CIA_Z
oMY2PD = (GYZPT + OMxZPcuMZZPeicIZZZ'CIX_2I)/cIYY2
I + AGY2PT/CIYY2
OML2PD = (GZZPT + OMx2PeuMY2PeIcIxx2"CIYY2) }IC|LL2
I + AGLZPT/CIZL2
CALCULATE BODY AXvS vELocITY RATES
UIPP_ = - OMYle_IPP ÷ OMZI°VIPP + FXI IT/CMI
| + AFXI IIICMI
vIPPO = - OMZI=uIPP + ONxle_l PP ÷ FYI IT/LMI
l + AFYIIT/CMI
WIPPu = - OMXIeVIPP + OHYIeUIP P + FZI IT/CHI
I + AFLIIT/CMI
u2PPu = " OMY2°a2pP + OML2eV2P P ÷ F_ZIT/cMZ
I + AFx21T/CM2
VZPPD = - OML2eU2pP ÷ OM_2e_2PP + FY21I/LMZ
I + AFY21T/CMZ
_ZPP_ = - OHx2ev2_P ÷ OMY2°U2 PP + FZZII/LHZ
I + AFZZII/CM2
SET IN RATES OF CHANGE U_ COORDINATe5 ASDY_AS
DO IZBO d = I oNCA_LE
JUMP2 = 3ed + 20 + NRESRv
DYDX_JUMPZ) • xBRD(J)
DYOXIJUI_P2 + 1) • YBRD(J)



















DIPIEN_LON P(_5_9),NTEGE_(50 ),VAR(Y¥99),FX4 I (2U_,FYI| (20)
l ,FZI IIZOIIxBR(2UI.ZBR(2U) _AbRDI2U_IY_NUi20) _Z_u&2UI,
2 CABLEIZO) tSPRKI20),CI)AHPI20).HPIP2(20) =FORSi_U) ILOL_(2D)
3 ,Yb_(ZO},C_U_I(2U},CSUB2(20),CSUd3(20;_N_TO_(ZU)
CUMMUN VAR
E_UIVALLNCE (VA_(301),NT_bE_(I })_ (VAH(_51),PII ) J,{P(_bl) i
! Fxl I(| _) =(P(481)=FYII(I )_ =(P(50I ) IFL_ lit) )I(P(_Z_) _X_k(|)
Z ), (P18_l),YB_(I ) |,(p(861 ; tZb_(l)) tIP(8_l ),ku_OIi) I_(p(gOl
3 ),YB_o|I)) t (P(9_i) IZdRU(I ) } ,(PlaO| ) ,_PHKII)),IP(bZI ),
C_AMP(I)) .(P(6H| ).RplP2(I)) ,(P(2gl ) sFUR5 |1)) i_Ptbb! ) t
5 COELI I } ) _{P(581 ) ,CAHL[( I ))
cI_I;IvALLNCL(NTEbER(2?) .NSPSH), (NTLGLk(30| _ INuI ) _ (P(9_) _rw_TO_(| ) )
l,(_'(_ul) _CSU_3( I ) )
I ) _L| ) = (p(6_bJ _F I) , (p(o87) _(,l).(p(bS_; _F_| ) _ (p(6_9) _A| L ) _ (p(690) _A2)
Z_ (F'(6_l) _2) _(P(b92) IC2), (P(693) _b2) = (P(69_) _E2), (P(6_S) ,_2) , (P(69
















NCA_LE = NIEbER(21 )
IF (NTEGER(2_))I _I _Z
C COHPUIE INSTANTANEuUS SPRING %HOCK LENbltl
2 DO I_0 d = 2_NSHS_

















































































C FOR HONEYCOMb STRUTS=CHANGE THE FOLLU_INB STATEMENT TO
C IF (COEE(J))26,2o,25
59
AN_ REMOVE SIATEMLNT NUMBER wlO
IFICOLELJ))26,Zb,qlO
qlO IF (cO_E{JI*GT,P{JJ+2243))COEE(J)=_'(JJ+2Z_3_














































DIMENSION YIIo0) o_(9S49) =NTEGER(50 ) =VAR(9999)
COMMON VAR
EQUIVALENCE (VAN( _ ),Y (1)) o (VAR(301) oNIEGE_II )) _ &VARI_51)
1 _P(II)
EgUIVALENCE (P(bS| ] =AI)o(P(682) oBl )o(p(683_oC1) _IP(bB_) oUl )o(P(685
I)=EI )o(PI686I*FI)oIpI687)oGI).(P(o8_) oHl)olplbS?) _AII),LpI690) =A2)
2,(p(69I ) .B2) =(p(692) ,C2), i_(693) ._2)oIpl&?_} ,_2).Ip(6_5) oFZI,(pI69
36).GZ)o(p(697IoH2) oIP{698),AIzI
EGUIVALENCE (P(12_),_GXI_T|,IpIIZ?I,AGYIPT),IPii3OI,AGZIP
I T) ,(p(|31) _AGXZPTI.(p(132) _A_yZpI)o (pI|33},AGLZpTI.IP( I3
60
2 _) mAFX|IT) o(P(I38)_AFYZI [) DIP(139) oAFZZ[T)
3 _(P(13S) 0AFY|IT) .(PI]36),AFZI]TI I(PI|3/) sAfX£]l)
_0(P(Sg]2] _F_lb) I(P[$933) IFYIGi,(P(593H) 0FZIGI
1=3
bO [0(I01 oi02,103) iI








C T_L FOLLUvWING CARD SHOULu READ AFXZ|=O,u,|T was





C THE FOLLU_ING ARc PRINCIPAL A_ES COHPON_NTS
102 AGXZPT=P(SgS_)o_IN(P(5??9)eY(| ) )
AGy2PT=P(SVs/I*_IN(P(5999)ey(I))
AGZ2PIaP(SgS6)OSIN(P(S99_)_y(I))
C THE FOLL_,ING ARE SYMMETRY AXES cOMPuNEN[S
AFx21 =P(S9_BIoSIN(P(_945)*y(II)













C CALCULATE GRAVITY _ORCES ON BnTH BODIES
C THE FOLLOWING ARE SYMMETRY AXES cOMPONENTS
I FXI_= P(6)*IAI*P(I2S)÷BIoP(126)+CI oPAI27) )



















COI.IMOr_ VA_ ,_NI, _FSI
EQUIVALENCE (VAh(t),Y(I )), IVAR(IOI ) oUYuA(I )) o(vah(_Ol) t
! NTEGLR(I I ), (VAR(_qI),P(1))
_oiPLS_gl)oYCbIo_Pi599U} oXCb),ApisgBg) ,ZCB)o{Pi_gb_) oADR_C_)o|pIS?
S_71tyuR2Cb) 9(P(bVBb) pZBR2C_) o(P(598_I _PSICAPI _(P(b9U_| oHtilCapI
LWIJivALLNCEiHI5970|,EX2) o (plSga9) oEY2) o (p(596_I pLL2)
E_UIVALENLL tPtbbl) oaf ), tPIk8_) IBI ) otHLb_3) _CI | oiP|bbH) sul),Lplb8_
I I._ I). (PI6_6).FI),{P(b87) t_l I.(PIoB_,HI),IPia_g} oaf| |, IPt69oI,A21
2,(P(aVI) oB2I.(PCb?2),C2). (P{693).u2) _(P(6Vq) o_2).¢P(_95) _F2).(P(69
3b),b2) _(PI6?l) o_2),iP_bgb) _AIz} _i_TEGEH(3_) _PP)
L_U|VALENCE (P(/obg| oYHSMX ) o (P(Tb/OI oNPH_} o(P(7oTl I oY_I_A) _
I (p(1672) oNPHI) _ (p(7673I _YR2MX),(_(767_| _r_PH2| _(P(76751 oY_MA| _
2tPI IbTb) oNPR3)
_57,296779b






OUT_ = P(26)eUYUX(|i )+P(2I_eDYUX( |2)+P(2R)eDYUX( |_} )*d
UUT_ © P(ZVleuYuX{LII*P(30_eDYUXiIZI_P(3| leOYOXiI3) leo











OUT20 = y (9 _eo
UUT21 = Y (|O;_






OUT30=DY_XI _)+pi57)ey( 7).p(bS)eY( 6|
OUT3I:DYDx( 6;+H(SB)ey( 5).p(%6)ey( II
OUT32=DYDX( l)+p(56)ey( e;-p(_7)ey( 5J






PI973 ): A| _OUT30 ÷ DI eOUT31
P(97_ )x dl eoUTJO + El CooT3|
P(97_ )# CI ¢OUT30 + FI *OUT3!
p(976 )x A2 *OUT33 * U2 _ouT3_
P(977 Ix B2 eOUT33 + E_ eOUT3_
































































































20 ]F(Y(1)'p(8) I I6U=50=_U
_0 CONT|I_UE
hHITE(6_IOU)p(973 ) _p(979 _ _p(975 ) _p(976 ),P(977 )*p(?Te )*
lOyDX(23),DYDx_2h) ,DYDx(25).DYDX{26| _DY_X(271*_YDX(2fi) _Y(Z3) _














_[TEI6_2IU)P(TObg) _NPH$ .p(7671) _NPRI _P(Tb73) ,l_P_ _P(7675
|),NPR3
?10 FURMAT(SH YflSMEI_.8,7H N_HSIi_ .TM YRIMLIS._7H I_HNl|lb ,/
|H y_ZHEIS.8.7" NPRZ[ |S /6H Yh3MLIS,8t7H NHR3||5///)
I00 FOHMAT(SH XIDuEIS.8_7H YIDDEIS,H_7_ 7|DDLIS._7H XZuDLIS.b,70bOU|4
2H y2DDEIS.8.7H Z2_DEIS.8/6H XID EISeR,7H YI_ LI6*8._H ZlD OOUUI43
3LI_.B,7H X20 _1S.8_7H V20 E|S.8=7H Z20 EIS.8/SH Xl £15.8t7H000014N0
Yi EIS*8.TH ZI EIS._7H A2 EIS._,TH y2 _|_eS_TM L2
5 EIS*_I
6 bH UAIOLI_._.7
le OYIOEI5.8,7_ 0ZIDEIS.8_TH 0XZUL|S,8,TH UyZu_Ib._7H OZ
B2DLiS.8)
?06 FORMAT(_H OAf ElS.8s7_ Ov_ E[S,_e7H OZ| _|5._.7H UAZ _Lb._.IouuOINZO
2H OY2 EI_oB,7H OZ2 EIS.8/6H FSMXEISeS=7H 5 N0_|_'B'IH FHMAOuUU|_30
3E_.8_TH H NOEIS.B_TH %5MXEIS.8_TH 5 NOL|be_/bH TMI E|b.8_THouUU|
4 PHI EIS,a,7H PSi _|S.n_7H TH2 EIS.B,7H PH2 L|6.b_TH PS_
5 EIS._I
64
• O7 FOkMA;(SH TIMLEIS.8,7H T_BREIS._o7N
2H SHMXEIS._,7U _ NOEI5.8)
?US FO_NA1 (_H XBR|EIS,817_ YBRIEIS,bt7_
ZH SLJME1Se8o7H 5ANGELS.8)








120 IF(Y(I) " P(ZI)ISO,130,I30















E_UIVALENCLIVARI_51 ),P(I ) ).(PI68),GAMBIl l,(pIb9I,bAM_I2),IpI/Ql,
IbAM_I3),IP(71),bAM_2I_.(ffI72),GAHU2Z)o(PI73),bAMBZ3) t (PI7N)_BAH_
Z3I }oIPI7S),GAMB32) oIPI76|,qAMB331,(P(_37|tX_PZpL) _(p(_2i_ _XBPiPL|,
3(P(a21| mXB|) o(P(QZb) =YBP2PL)o(P(429) tLBP2PL) =(P(_59; ,5TkO_p) =|VAR
_(3Dl ),NTEbER(I))_INTE_ERIZn|,NLATP) olp12751 ) ,SEVcJpl,lpi27_bl,EL 1
SCS) o(pI27_I,_KCIS),Ip(27_),SCIS),(PI27S3)_FECI3P) _(p(27_bl,AKPS )
b_IPI_JS)tXBP2ML} I(plq2q}oX_PIML),lpl_31),y_pZML] o(pl_32),L_P_ML) _
7(P(q60) oSTROKM)'Ip(_27) _XBp2PI )olp{q30) oX_PZM|)_(NTEbER¢I?) _NLATM)
8,(pI2752)*SEVC3H),(P(275_) FECl3M)olplS_l),Ydll,(p(b61),L_l)



















C POINT PI+L IS NO_ COINCIDENT _ITH TIP OF LATERAL STRUT







P1947 i='kdP IPL°P (443)'YBP IPL ep (qR2 l
PI 4'.18) =ZBPLPLoP('_"II )
p ( _i9 I = (- I ,, 0 ) • YI_P2PLeP ( HH I I
(:0 [0 12
I I L)U 7 d=l ,9
7 P ( J÷4'_L} ) =C), C)






l_l IF ( ST_O_,M-SEVL3H I I 50 Ib o 16







15 F' ( 4 _() ) 'r'F E C I 3M- AKP_5" ( Si-VC 3M-STk(JKM I
I_LATM=I
IF ( P i"ISU ) | 2(_I,2b, 19
19 YBP|NL=YBI+bA vl_,IZeXBP2ML÷bAMB22°YbP2hL÷GAMd32eZI_P'ZML
Z_P | ML=ZB I +GAMB I 3e X_PZML÷b A Ml_2 "leY DP2FIL÷GA MI:I3 J t ZI:It_ 2 ML
POINT PI-L IS NO,, COINCIDENT :'JITM TIP DF LATLRAi- 51RUT
COHPurL I.ORCES A_O TORWULS (SYMMETRy AXLS)
P(451 }=(-I oUIeL_AMbl lePTa50)
p ( LIS2 _ = (- I • O) eG_NI:I I /eP ( LISO l
pILIb3)=I-|,UI'bAMBI3"pI45LI)
H i 454 l=y_p I ML*P | 453)-ZBp I Hi eP(_452 l
i.,( 455 ] =Z Bp I ML,,p | _., I )-_BP I MLI, P ('4531
W ( 45_, ) =X Hp I ML,P l"152 )-Y BP I MLeP (_5 I )
p ( 457 )=ZBP2ML°P (450l
pl'_bl_ l=(-I "O) _YDP2MLeHI_ISUI
bO TO 21
2_ uO 22 d=l ,9






DINEN3I()N pIgS_V),VARI9999),yB2511200},FvOI2UU) _Y_2_IuICUD) _
INTLbEH(50),AC(ZOOI,XBZRTSI200),YB2RTSI20_I),L_RTSI2UU)'VL_TUI2DD)
CO_IMOI_ VAR
E_UIVALENC_ (vA_(_61),P(I) l,(P(2765) ,XB2I) Sl) jIP(Z)5_) _YbZU$1 ) _
IIpI2757),Z_2DSI ),(PI2758),yB2SI (I)) _ (P(2968),FVOIl) ) _IPI315_) _
/y_2_l_( I ) I,|p(41_O) _X_2RTSll ) I,(pI_3dU) _YuZRTS(|I) _iP_b_U)'Lb2_T_
3( I I ), |P(3158|,VLCTB( | ))
3,(VARI3UI ),NTEGLR(I l) , (NTE,;ER(3I),JI,IP(_OOO) _N_) _lpi3_b_) _C)
q, (PI3958),CGO) ,(P(396U} ,DENSTY), (P13?b9) .COOl _(P(3901 ) _bCUNST| _
_(p(_9_2) .bPO_R) , (P(3963) ,HOFF) _ (WI39bS) ,AKN[ ) _ IPl3_ob) oAPIU) _ (P(3
b 970),AC( 1 )),(PIHI70),FSR). (P(_I71) =FvT ),(P(417_) =FUA) _IP(_173
I I,FDL)
IFIYBZSI (J)-Yb2blU(J) 11,1,2





































22 FORMAI(IgH CANT TELL IF POINTI_o52H 15 IN _UA_RANT 3 ÙR HoA_UME u
IRAG 15 O AND CONTINUL)
16 CONTINUE
C CHECK DRAG FORCE CONDITION
IFiA_SIGRAA)-I,b707)23tI3,_3
C _AVE URA_ FORCE










C COMPUTE RESULTANT VELOCITY I_. INERTIAL x-L PLANL
TVBZSImSQRT(_bZOSIeeZ+LB2OSIecZ|
C RESOLVE _RAG FORCE INTO INERTIAL X AND Z COMPON_NT_
FDX=(-FOIe_BZUSL/TVBZSI
F_Z=(-FOIeZB2UsI/TV_25|

















DIMENSION Y(IO0) oP(?5_?),N_EGEN(_u),VAR(9?9?) oYUZ_I (ZUUJ t_HKIZDU)
IoAbZRI3(2UO) oYBZRTS(2UO) _Z,_2RTS(200) _V_CTb|ZUU)
COhHO,_ VAR
EQUIVALENCE (VAR(I) oY(1)l t IVAR(301) _NIEGERII )) =(VAR(_I) _HII) I ,
[(NTEGLM(5) JN_K) I(P(Sa) oOP_Xl ) .IP(SI),UMYI ) i (P(bU) IUML_) t (P(21_5),
2XB2USL ) =(P(2756) DYB2DSI) *(p(2757),ZB2051) t [pi_7bU) tYU_SIL |)) =(p
3(_170) oFsR) o(P(_|71) =FVT| t (p(_172) oFUX)l(p(M|13) oFDL) I(pt33_B) .
HFpR(I ;) o(p(3758) tVECT_(I ) ).(p(qiHfl) ox_2RTS(I I ) o(p(q3mU) oyu2_Ib(l ) )
5_(p(_BO)_ZUZkTS(I) )
L_IIIVA_ENCE {p(bSi)eA|)o(pI6B2)o_|)o(p(6_)t_i)_(p(Oo_)_u|)oIp(6_
|I,EI)_ (p(b86] oF| ) _[p(b87) _GI ) t(p(688] _H| ) o(p{o_9) oA_l } _lpL_U| oA2|
2o (P(69|) oh2) o(P(_?2) oC2), (p(b?3) .b2) o (P(b9_) _2) o (p(b_5) oP2) .¢P{69
3hi _G2) _(P(697) ,H2) o(P(bVS) .AI2)







DO l _=I oNS_
DETEHHINL WHICH POINT5 AXE _ELO_ INERTIAL XZ PLAiWE
YB2SI(J)=YI2_)+_]*PIJ+IS82)_EI=P|J_I782)+HJ=PIJ÷]?B2)
IF (Y_ZSI(J))Zo3_3
cOMPUTE INERTIAL VELOCITY OF POINTS _ELO_ X7 _LANE































C _ETERHINL THE CO511wL OF THE AK_GLE _ETWEEN VFCT_ ANU FS_
C_AB=iFDxoxB2RT_(J)+FVToYB2RTs(JI÷FDL.LBpkTSIJ) _/{V_CIbiJ)_Fs_)





























q|2 O0 _15 |=| oKR
LRR=N3XNIe(KR-|÷I)













32 PO 35d I=l _NJ'_
IV_l=i+Ul
IP21_I=I +NIXN[
[P3N I = I +N3XN 1
ULLY I=_PACL'II IP(_I I
[( lP2i_l )=T( IVZNI )+bET IKIq, u_ LY I
"_bU iIi I=I(IF'3;_I )+d_.TII',)eL_ELY]
IF (l_.bE.4)bO lO 37








CALL _PFAu(T ( IPJI,II ) iT( IPSNq ) o[(]F'ZNL )IbeF)iT( IIi [ (|P,_NI ] )
4U CO,_I I,_uL
I (_Jl } =T (N4XNL I+"ffACL.
_.A L L. UI'-R FUN
IF(KAI.I..T.U)C3O TO 506
gU7 F,_ =r, _ + I
F,V,_ N 1 -=K PRN [ ÷ I
NU6 ]_-(e, AI,GT,U)bu I0 5bb
_LTUN_,
_b6 IF (IO;_,NE,I)_u l'o 412
RE 1Ut,(h
44 ION=O
tJO 4B l=l ,NN
|P3NI=[÷N3XNI
[ PNN | = | ÷NN _hi |
| p 7N I 'r='| +N //,N 1
[PIUNI=|÷N|UX_,I
IVlJNI=IPIONI÷NJXN!
DEL=.SPACEe (56, =1 ( IP4NI 1-69.el ( lpll, l )+31..! ( |PLUNI )-"V, el I iI_ l-INl ) )/
I 2 ') ' i]
I ( I )=r ( IP3NI ) +U_.L
YP=/(I)
4_) CONTINUE













_LLISPACEe (?,eT( IPNI }',, I 9, o_" ( IPqNI )-6, "T ( IPINI l÷l I IP|Iji_I I ; 124,U
YI=T( IP3N! )+DLL
IFIKAI,I'Q,0IbO TO I0.3




_07 IFIKA|,E..W,U)bO I0 b969
c_O TO /0q
70
6969 CALL ERROR(Y|=] mLNO|




70q IF(SSL,_E.EPS|L|GO TO 302
5SE=EPSIL












7U5 IFIA2,_T,SSE)_O TO 35
iF (ABS(SpACE),GT,A_IGO TO _0
ION-|
GO To 342









































UOUmL_ PRECISION AI _BI oC!












_UBRouTINL _O_(YI ol .ERO)
KNT=O
YCKmABS(YI)


















DIMENSION Y (IO0) oP(95_9) ,NTEGEN(StJ) tVAR(9999) tYUZRI (7Z) o_2H_(72)
I_Yd2R_N(72) oLU2HSN(12) oVECTBNI72).FvR[o(72) oY_2R|O(]_) o_ELEwU(72)
COMMON VAN
E_UIVALENCE(VAR(L ),Yll)) _(VAR(301 ) _NTEGER(1)) _(VAH(_SI) ,P{I)) _
|(P(561,OMXI ),(PiS/),OMYI },(p(_B),OMZI) o(p(lOOb) oF_RI) olPiTObo),
ZFVTRI_|P(7UU/) _FDZR) ,(P(IOd8).FD_] o(P(5938) oT_To) o(P13903) ooOFF|
3o(P(b_2l) _YB2HI (1) ) o(P(b85_) oFVR|u(|)) o(p(67_3) oY_2RlO(i))
_,(P(7231 ) _DELEOu[| ) ) o(P(1378].VECIBN(I )).(p(l_5_) _Y_2_5o_(1)), (p(
57522),xB2RSN(I) ) , (P(7b?_) ,/B2RSN(I))
L_UIVALENCE (P(bBI) =AI ) =(Pl68_) o61) =(P(b83) _Cl }=|P(b=_) out) o (P(bBb
I }_gl ), (P(686) off) o (P(687) _G|), (P(bBS) eH| ) o (p(6_9| _A| | } _ (pLbgU) ,a2)
2_(P(bgl ) ,B2) ,(P(692) ,C2) o(_(693),u2),ip(_9_) o_2) ,(p{b95) o_Z),(p|O_
3b) ,b2) =(P(b?7) =HZ) _(P(6?e).A|2)
'72








C OETENHINL _fIICH PoiNTS AffE bEJ OW INEMTIAL XZ PLANE
YB2RI (J)=yI24)*oleP(J*6563)*EI_Pi_÷6635).hIoPIJ*6/OJ)
IF (YBZRI (d))2,3o3













































cALL 501LRI (Y_2|RmY_ZROI ,AQEAR_FVkOI_yBZoR,Z_ZRSI mXbZ_SI,L_ZQ_,X_Z
IDR.YBZXIA_vECTBI)
TERMINE THE COSINE OF IHE ANGLE BETWEEN VECTBN AND FSRI
CSABI=(FDXR=X82RSN(J)+FVIR=YB2RSN(J)÷FDZReZBZNSNIJIII(_LCIBN(JIe
IFsRI)







FORCES ANu TORQUES ON _ODY I IU LE_O
'73
COTHTo=CoSiTH[o)
IF | t_ZRI (JI-Y_2_Ig(J)t6,7,7









C ITION.IYB2NIU(J} ;AS_UML VEL.)cITY Ai_D POSITION CMAN_E Of _T,IN *_U_ l
C N_ ThNU OELSI IS NEGLIblBLL,











7 _EL31=ABS( ( {FVRIOiJ)_I I_(]_,7/(DOFF eAN_ARI)_A_(Yu_RIOiJ}-YB_RI (_I
I))/COTHIO}
_'_II=l







C EIT_E_ b_.-ST,EQUILIBNIUM VAL_*ES OF YBZRIIJ) HAVL DEEN UETL_mJNEu UR
C ELSE fU2RI (J) NAb bEEN SLT TO ZEkt_,ALL 72 J VALUES MAVE o_EN LON_I
























CALL 5OILRI (Y_2IR=Yu2KOI ,A_EAR_FV_OI tYBZDN=Z@ZNS| =Xu2_| tLUdUh. X_
]UR,Yu2R[AtVECIB[ )
























iC_O) t (P(3?6U).DEN_TY) j(p(3959| ,CDult{p(3VbI) _CON_T) ,{p(396L)_@t_
20_ER) o(P(39b3) ,bOFF) _(p(39_5) ,AKNT) _(p(39bb) _AMU)_(Pi7065) _Fb_I),






































22 FORMAT{ B|H CANT TELL IF TwlS RINb POINT IS IN wUAORANT 3 ON _°aS_




C CHECK DRAG FORCE C_NDITION
IFIAB_(_RAA)-I*b707IZJoI3J13
C HAVE |)NAb FORCE



























7 FORMAI(120H CANNOT COMPUTE GR.-ST.E_UILIH.PT.FUK 1_IS R|Nb Pie bEC






















D|MENblON T( 60UI,52( 50U).53l 50_),_4( q00),55| b0UI sS6_ _UU},
157I 5UOI,HF2( 6UOI _HFJ( 60n) oHF4( BOO} IHF5( bO0} _NF_I bUuI _nFi(
2 SOO),TF2 ( 600) ITF3I 60UI,TF4( SOuIITFS( bOOlIiF6( 6UUIIIF7( bob)
3,5_( bOUI,SL( 5UO),FNI SO01,FL( 6UOI,XB21 ( SUU) _y=21 ( 50OI,LbLl
4( 501]} tAJII bUOI,AJZI 50UI,TAII 5uOI,IALI SOUI,REC(39)
blmEIwSldN Ol IIZI,UZIIzI,O3!I2),O4112)'USII2 )'06(I_)'u711_)
I,O_II_),ugIIZI,UlOIIZI,OIIII2I,oIzlI2I,OI3112I,OI_IIZI,AzII2I,
2A3(12I ,A4(12),Abl12) _A6II2I,AT(IZI,A8II21
OIfIEN_ION OI611LI,OIblI2),L)I711Z)'OI_II2) _OIg(IZI'OZu I121'0_I I IzI'
102ZIIZ),023(12)




















































_ATA _2/72_TIME(_LC).,..THt_ cURVE PUk ST_UT Z
! /
DATA _3/72HT[HE(SEC)..=.THIS CURVt FU_ ST_UT 3
i /
_ATA AH/72HTIhE(5_L)....THIS cURVt FOR STKUT
! /
OArA AS/72t_TIHEISEC)o...THtS CURVE FOR STRUT b
I /
QAIA Aa/72HTINE(bEC)....THv5 CURVE FUR STRUT o
l /










DATA U_/72HR|bHI SIDE STRUT STRO_L-|NCHLS-
[ I
DATA O_/12ttLLk[ SIDE _IRuT sTROKE-INCHES-
I /
DATA Oo/72HRIuHT Sl_L STRUT FoRCE-LB-
I I
DATA 07//2HLE_T _IDE STRUT FOrCE-LO-
T I
DATA UB/72HX_RZ TO C,GeI-IN-
l /
OA[A Ug/72_Y_RZ TO C.GoI-IN-
/
DATA uIO/72HZbAK2 T_ C.G.I-IN-
/
UATA O!I/72HK! LUMP OF CGI ABS ACCEL-_-
/












DATA UIS//2HI2 LOMP OF AHLTER-G-
[ /
UATA UtD/7ZlIJ2 LUMP OF AMETER-G-
i /









CALL _UIKHV( 21LH* IA2*O2,-_tT
CALL wU KMV( JILfl,tA2,03=-_=,,T
CALL _U KMv(-3t LH. IA3_O| I-NIT
CALL LwU KFIV( 2tlH._A3_O2.-N_T
CALL wU KMV( J H..A3.03.-NIT
cALL _LI[KMV(-3 H. A_JO|.-Nol
CALL WU KHv( 2 H. Aq_O2o'_toT
CALL wU KMV( J He Aq,O3,-_oT
cALL wU KMV('_ H" ASoOI.-sw.T
CALL _UIKMV( 2 H. Ab_O2.-x_T
CALL _UIKMV( 3 H. AS_O3.-NtT
CALL wUIKMV|-3tI,. A6OO|.-NtT
CALL _UIKMV( _tiN. A6oOZt-:_.T
CALL wUIKMV( 311No A6*O3_-_tT
CALL _UIKHV(-31IHe A7jUI .-N_I
CALL wUIKMV( 2_IH tAZ.O2.-NIT




CALL wUIKHV( 2_iH, =AB_OI_N,T
CALL wdIK_V(-3_ IH, .AS_OB_N.T
CALL _UIKMV ( 2_|H_ tA8tOg,NtT
CALL _UIKHV{ _|He_AS_U|O._I_T
CALL uUIK_V(-Z_IH,_A_O| | _-N,T(
CALL wUIKHV( 2_I_,_AStOI2_-N_T(
CALL wUIKHV(-2_IH= ,A8_U|3=-N_T(
CALL _UIKHV( 2_ LH= _ABtUIN_-N=T(
CALL wUIKMV(-3=LH.=A8=OIS_N,T(I
CALL _UIKMv( 2tLH,_AB=OI6_=T(!
CALL _U|KMV( 3t IH_ _A8_0|7 _T(|
CALL _UIKHV(_3,1H,_A_O|B.-N_T

















































COMPUTER-PROGRAM DATA AND CORRELATION STUDY
In this appendix, the computer-program input and output data are described. A
sample problem is included to provide a comparison between computer-predicted re-
sults and actual test results.
COMPUTER-PROG RAM INPUT
The computer-program input, including format and ordering, is described in
this section. The following fixed-point data should be punched on a single data card in
the order given. This card should be the first card in the data deck and must be in-










1, 0, or -1
Code number indicating the desired loading option for the edge
rings. The integer "1" is used for rigid edge rings, and the
integer "-1" is used for deformable edge rings.
Number of floating-point values to be input on cards. Number of
auxiliary differential equations (control equations, etc. ) to be
integrated in the Runge-Kutta subroutine. This number is now
6 and may not exceed 18.
N; the two lateral attenuation struts (couch bumpers parallel to the
i2-axis ) are not included.
NSK; bolt-circle points are not included.
NSS
S-C 4020 output-option code number. The integer "1" calls for
14 graphs to be output; the integer "0" omits the graphs.
NBC
Code number indicating the desired integration routine. The inte-
ger "1" is used for the variable-step Adams-Moulton routine.
(This mode will work only if the two bodies are connected ex-
clusively with spring-damper shocks. ) The integer "0" is used
for the fixed-step Adams-Moulton routine, and the integer "-1"
is used for the fixed-step Runge-Kutta routine. (This mode
should be used for Apollo landing studies. )
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Each line of the following data shouldbepunchedon a single card in FORMAT
(I5, E 15.0). Data which have a value of zero maybe ignored. The order of these cards
in the data deck is unimportant. Much of the following datawill remain constant from
run to run and can be loaded on an auxiliary data tape to facilitate card handling. This
























Integration step size, sec





Output data step size, sec




















































Nonzero only when the variable-step Adams-
Moulton integration routine is used.
Direction cosines for body 2.
Nonzero only when the variable-step Adams-
Moulton integration routine is used.
Temporary values at input time only (must


















The lowest subscripts must refer to the
spring shocks, if any. That is,
1




X Yn SS+2' Zn
• n, SS+2' . , . ,SS+2


































Zeros were input for the CM correlation
study. The computer program requires
the same values for body 1 and body 2.
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Components from c.g. 1 to c.g. 2"
Coordinates of the tip of the unstroked
lateral strut (right couch bumper)•
Coordinates of the tip of the unstroked
lateral strut (left couch bumper).
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Spring shocks (ignore if NSS = 0).
Spring shocks (ignore if NSS = 0). When
cyclic deformation is used, CST is
punched instead of CD 2.
Spring shocks (ignore if NSS = 0).
XAR and ZAR must be equal to their cor-
responding values for a vector from
c.g. I to point RC along the i I- and
kl-axes, respectively.
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Couch-bumper shocks; positive sign.
Couch-bumper shock; negative sign.
Couch-bumper shock; positive sign.
Couch-bumper shock; negative sign.
















2_o3+ (N - _ss)
2324
2323 + iS - NSS)
2344
2343 + iN - NSS )
2364



























Honeycomb shocks (ignore if
N - NSS = 0); positive sign.
Identification number Input variable Remarks
2404
2403 + (S - NSS)
2424
2,123 + (N- NSS)
2444
2443 + (N - NSS)
2464
2,163 + (N - NSS )
2624
2623 + (N - NSS )
2664
2663 + (N- NSS)
2684
2683 + (N- NSS)
2704
2703 + (N - NSS )
2724


















Honeycomb shocks (ignore if N - NSS = 0);
positive sign.
Honeycomb shocks (ignore if N - NSS = 0);
positive sign. Initialconditions; ignore
ifthe shocks are in the equilibrium
position.
Honeycomb shocks (ignore if N - NSS = 0);
negative sign. Initial conditions; ignore
if the shocks are in the equilibrium
position.
Honeycomb shocks (ignore if N - NSS = 0);
positive sign. Initial conditions; ignore
if the shocks are in the equilibrium
position•
Honeycomb shocks (ignore if N - NSS = 0);
negative sign• Initialconditions; ignore
ifthe shocks are in the equilibrium
position.
>Honeycomb shocks (ignore if N - NSS = 0);
positive sign.
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Must be less than or equal to 20.
Must be less than or equal to 40.
Must be 31. 818 × 106.
Must be greater than 0. 0.











XS, I, RSI, 1
XS, 1, RSI_ 24
X.S, I, RS2, 1
XS, I, RS2, 24
XS, I, RS3, 1

















Points on the edge rings must be numbered
as indicated in figure 13.
9O
To facilitate data handling, any of the preceding floating-point data may be stored
on tape by using an auxiliary program similar to that given in the section of this appen-
dix entitled "Auxiliary Program for Storing Data on Tape." Note that the data tape in
this case is defined to be scratch tape 13. The tape includes data for the Weber couch
and data for a particular set of cyclic-deformation struts. The tape has been retained
in the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center tape library and is available for use on any
subsequent runs. The integers used to identify the data are stored in the N array,
beginning with N(29) = 3. The corresponding data are stored in the P array, such
that the P subscript is equal to the N subscript. If, for example, the value of M 1
is to be changed from 29. 066 to 30.0, then card 5 must be changed to P(32) = 30.0.
The computer program can then be executed, and a new data tape will be generated.
The data tape is read into the computer for each computer run made (stacked or
single). Each computer run will have regular card-input data. Any data on the tape
that are to be changed for a particular computer run may simply be included in the
card input for that run. These card data will replace the corresponding tape-data
items for that computer run only, not for any succeeding stacked runs.
A new tape may be required to incorporate changes in the data. If a new tape is
needed, the desired changes can be implemented as follows. Input data which are not
on the current data tape include items 1, 2, 7, 9, 11, 12, 13, 15, 16, 17, 27, 28, 29,
31, 32, 33, 110to 115, 125, 126, 127, 970, 971, 972, 980, 981, 982, 2424 to 2.643,
2747 to 2750, 3958, 3959, 5930, 5931, 5992, 5994, 5995, 7666, 7667, and 7668. These
data must be entered on cards. Any data that do not change for stacked runs may be
entered only at the first run, with the exceptions of items 110, 111, and 112, which are
entered each time. Zero values need not be included in the data cards.
To summarize, data for the first of a series of computer runs must include
either a card or a value on the data tape for all nonzero floating-point parameters, as
well as the card of fixed-point data. Card data for succeeding runs may omit any non-
zero floating-point data (other than items 110, III, and 112) which remain unchanged
from the preceding run. Changes in tape data are entered on cards with each computer
run, along with the fixed-point-data card.
COMPUTER PROGRAM OUTPUT
Table B-I provides a key to the computer-program-output symbology. Time
histories of the first 68 dependent variables (XIDD to NPR3 in table B-I) will be
produced by the system printer for each computer run made. In addition to thisfixed-
output format, an optional form of output is availablethrough the use of the high-speed
microfilm recorder. This option is controlled by the seventh fixed-point number on
the firstdata card of each run and consists of 14 data graphs of special interest. (See
the section of this appendix entitled"Computer Program Input.")
The stabilityangle SANG (fig.B-l) is computed by the computer program at
each time step. The computer program firstestablishes plane R, which contains the
inertialhorizontal velocity vector and the gravity vector G. Next, the location of
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point P is determined. The vehicle is considered to be unstable if
of P (if fl < 0). If R does not_intersect the heat-shield rim, point




The data used for the sample problem were taken from the Apollo command
module 009 drop test (NASA Manned Spacecraft Center impact test number 31,
March 7, 1968). Initial conditions and axis orientation are shown in figure B-2. The
input data for the run and the data which were read from the data tape are given in
table B-II. All other data were read from cards. The pattern of points used on the
heat shield is shown in figure B-3. A sheet of printed output is shown in figure B-4,
and 14 microfilm-recorder graphs are shown in figures B-5 to B-18. The computer
results for struts 2 to 5 indicated that strokes were less than 0.14 inch, or below the
sensitivity of the drop-test instrumentation. Because the test data indicated zero
strokes for these struts, the computer results may be considered to have correlated
with the test results for struts 2 to 5. The test results for struts 6 and 7 are super-
imposed on the appropriate portions of the computer output (figs. B-9 and B-10) to in-
dicate the degree of correlation between the simulated impact and the actual test.
Figure B-14 compares measured values of certain absolute acceleration components
(Jl and k 1 of c.g. 1 ) with the values predicted in the computer output.
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AUXILIARY PROGRAM FOR STORING DATA ON TAPE
This section is the auxiliary program for storing the floating-point data on tape.
To minimize the number of pages in this report, two pages of computer listing are
shown on each page of this section. To properly order the listing, the right column
should follow the left column.
P( 72)=_2,6|300
OIMENSION P(130/|IN(1307) P( 73)=q2,61300
P( 29)= 60276o0 P( 7q)==22,2000
P( 30)= 68700,0 P( 75)='22,2000
P( 3||= 5q096o0 p( 76)=q1,06900
P( 321= 29,066 P( 77)=qlo06900
P( 33)= ,|0000000E1 P( 781=-6,q7600
p( 3q)= ,lO000000gl P( 79)='6,q7600
P( 35) = ,IO000000EI PI 80)=60.85000
P( 361 = qSq,O
P( 37)= |379,0 P( 81)=60'85000
P( 82)='11,85
p( 38)= ll3q,O P( 83)= |q.65
P( 39)= 2,569 P( 8q)='10.85
P( NO) = ,lO000000E! p( 85)= 13.65
P( q|)= *|O0000OOE| P( 86)='|0085
P( q2) = *|O000000E] p( 87)= 13,65
P( _3)='1,_ P( 88)='6,258
P( qq)= 5,3 p( 89)=-6*258
P( qS)= 18,5 P( 90)= 3,353
p( q6)= ,979 P( 91)= 3,353
P( q7)=-36*L9S p( 92)='13,007
p( qS)= 50537 P( 93)='|3,007
P( q9)=',979 p( 9q)= 28,|
PI 50)='36*|95 p( 95)= 28.!
P( 51)= 5*537 P( 96)==2q*O95
P( 52)= 1.89q P( 97)='2q,095
P( 53)=-33,96| P( 98)= 6,062
p( 5q)= ,881q P( 99)= 6*062
PI 55)='1,89q PllOO)=q2,00000
p( 56)=-33=961 PllO|)='q2.O000
p( 57)= ,881q P(102)= q3*q
p( 58)= ,379 P(103)='11.288
p( 59)8 1q,_93 P(lOq)=-9,12
P( 60)='36,289 P(lOS)='qO,6
P( 61)=',379 P(106)=.!1,288
P( 62)= 1q,_93 P(107)==9,|2
P( 63)='36,289 Pl|08)= 36*629
p( 6q)='lq,2290 P(|09)= 36*629
P( 65)= Iq,2290 P(I|OI= 3q0025
P( 66)='lqe|q30 P(111)= 3q,025
P( 67)= |q,lq30 p(1|2)= 39,079
P( 68)= -|2,632 P(I|3)= 39o079
P( 69)= 12,6320 p(l|q)=O.O00000
PI 70)=35,23700 P(1|5)='37.2000
P( 7|)=35.23700 p(116)=6,6
P( l|7) = ,|76qOOOOE3
P(118)=6625,000






























































































P( 170) = ,|ZOOOOOOEi
P( 171) = ,I2000000EI
P( 172) = ,12000000E|
P( 173) = =12000000El
P( 174) m ,52000000E1
P( 175) = ,S2000000E|
P{ 176) = *IO00OOOOEI
P( 177) = *IO00OO00E|
P( 178) = ,|OOOO000EI
p( |79)r elOOOOOOOEI
P( 180) = ,50000000E1
P( 181) = ,50000UGOEI
P( 182) = ,16000UOOE5
P( 183) = ,1600000UE5
P( 184) = ,|6000000ES
P( 185) = .16000000ES
P( 186l = ,16000000E5
P( 187) = ,160OO000E5
P( IB8)= ,16000000E5
p( 189)= ,160000CUES
P( 190) = .16000000E5
P( lgl} = .|6000000E5
P( 192) = .16000000E5


































p( 218) I *58qOOC_OE'!
p( 219)= ,600000CUE2
p( 220) = .37000000E0



































































p 288) = 23.75



































P( 314] = 20.67
P( 315) = 26057
p( 316) = 31.67
pi 317) = 38084
P( 318) = gl,3_
p( 319] = 38*84
P( 320) = 31,67
P( 321) = 20*67
P( 322) = 14,14
P( 323)= 7018
PI 324)=000*00












P( 337) = "3.60
P( 338)=000*00
P( 339)n q,SO
P( 3q0) = 8097
P( 341)= |7,67
P( 3_2) = 25e84
p( 3q3)n 33.21
P( 3qg)n 39058
P( 3q5) I 48055
P( 346) = 51e67
P( 3g7) 8 N8t55
P( 348)s 39.58
P[ 3_9)8 25.84











































P 3931 a "5076
P 394)=000000




P( 399) = 46050
P( _00) = 55*ql
P( _0110 67,98
P( q02)= 72.30
p( _031 = 67098
p( qO_) = 55._1
P( 405) = 36017
P( 406)= 24o74
P( q07)= 12056


























































































































































































































































































































































P( 621) = -9e71
P( 622) = -8.95
P( 623}= "7.92
P( 62q) = -6.6q
P( 625} = "3,53
P( 626)=000.00
P( 627)= 3.53
P( 628) = 6.64
P( 629)= 8.95
P( 630)= 9.71
P( 63l ) = 10.18








P( 640 = -6.64
p( 641 b= -7.92
p( 642 p= -8.95










P( 653) = -7.07
P( 654)=000.00
P( 655]= 7.07




P( 660) = 20.67
P( 661) = 20.35
P{ 662)= 19*42




















P( 683) = |0.60
P( 684) = 19.93
P( 685)= 26.85
P( 686) = 29.13
P( 687)= 30.53
P( 688)= 31.00
P( 689) = 30.53
P( 690) = 29.13
P( 691)= 26.85
P( 692)= 19.93



















P( 71ll = |fl,l_
P( 712) 8 26.57
P( 713) 8 35,80
p( 71q)8 3B,Sq
Pi 717) = q_,7|
p( 718)8 38,8_
p( 719)8 35080
p( 720) 8 26057

























p( 7q6) = qSt55
p( 7q7)n q_975
P( 7q8)= 33021


















P( 767) = 22*50
P( 768) = _2,5|
P( 769) 8 57,28
P( 770)= 62.15
P( 771)= 65.13
P( 772) = 66.1q
P( 773) = 65,13
P( 77g)= 62,15
p( 775)= 57,28

























p( 800) = 72.3q
P( 801) = 71.2q
p( 802)= 67*98
p( 803) = 62*65
p( 8_q)= _6*50


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































N 29 5 3
N 30 = 4
N 31 = 5
N 32 = 6
N 33 5 I0
N 34 5 |4
N 35 5 |8
N 3615 19
N 37 5 20
N 38 = 21
N 39 5 22
N 40 5 26
N 41 5 30
N 42 5 34
N 43) 5 140
N 44) 5 I_I
N 45) 5 142
N 46) I 143
N 47)5 144


































































































N( 98) = 326
N( 99) = 327
N( IOO) e _2|
N(IOI )=_24


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ZBAR2 to c. g. 1
YBAR2 to c. g. 1
XBAR2 to c. g. 1
INERTIALXI D
INERTIALYID
INERTIAL Z l D
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acard data; other entries are tape data.
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• 9 ZbdOOOO + 04
• 611J,.JO OOo + 04
• 73000UOu+05
. 730JOOOO+05
• 8 ! _JOO0'3 +,.]4
• 1 IZoOOUJ+O0
• F, 7OUOOUU*O2








Figure B-I.- Command module stability-angle
characteristics.














Projected area • 16439 in. 2
180











._// sph.erical _.- Bolt circle
Figure B-3.- Heat-shield point pattern used for the sample run.
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(c) Strut stroke as a function of time.
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(c) Strut stroke as a function of time.
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(c) Strut stroke as a function of time.
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(c) Strut stroke as a function of time.
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TIME(SEC)
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(c) Strut stroke as a function of time.
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(c) Strut stroke as a function of time.
Figure B-10.- Strut 7 microfilm-recorder graphs from the sample run.
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(b) Right-side strut stroke as a function of time.
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(b) Left-side strut stroke as a function of time.
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ZBAR2 (Zl) to e.g. 1 as a function of time.
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(b) The k 1 component of the absolute acceleration of c.g.1.
Figure B-14.- Microfilm-recorder graphs of the absolute acceleration of
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.(b) Shell translational acceleration as a function of time.




































































Figure B-16.- Inertial XlD,
\
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0.04 0.06 O.Otl 0.10
TIMEiSEC)
ZID (ZI) as a function of time.
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(c) The k 2 component of acceleration as a function of time.
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(c) Angle _b as a function of time.















NASA Technical Note D-6539
A FORTRAN V PROGRAM FOR PREDICTING
THE DYNAMIC RESPONSE OF THE
APOLLO COMMAND MODULE TO EARTH IMPACT
By William E. Thomas, Jr.
October 1971
In the description of symbol LBC, change the word "length" to read
"identifying number. "
(I)In the description of symbols X, Y, Z, change the axis designations
X, Y, Z to X, Y, Z. (2)In the description of symbols Yp, I+L' Zp, I+L'
change the symbol c.g. 2 to c.g. I"
In equation (I),change element 31 from sin _ sin _ + cos q_sin e cos _/
to sin _sin _b+cos _bsin 0 cos @.
The beginning of the fifth line should read "... the strut relative to the
other. "
The last five words in line 6 should read "... considered to be simply
supported .... "
Replace the word "friction" with the word "horizontal" in the firstline
following equation (53).
(1) In the third line of paragraph 3, the phrase "... loading the edge-ring
data. " should read "... computing edge-ring loads. " (2) The last five
words in line 17 of paragraph 3 should read "Given the value at x .... "
The symbols E 1 and Y1 should be X 1 and YI"
(1)The lastline of the second paragraph should read "... FORMAT (915)."
(2)The second item in the "Card code" column should read "Integer value"
with corresponding "Input" description "Number of floating-pointvalues to
be input on cards. " ]_-_n additionalitem should be inserted between
"Integer value" and "Integer _ 19" in the "Card code" column as follows:
insert the number "6" in the "Card code" column. The corresponding
"Input" description should read "Number of auxiliary differentialequations
(control equations, etc.)to be integrated in the Runge-Kutta subroutine.









Change '_Remarks" for "Identification numbers" 110, 111, and I12 to read
"Temporary values at input time only. (A card for each variable must be
included each time a stacked run is made, even for zero values. )"
The bracketed "Remark" does not apply to "Identification numbers" 7666,
7667, and 7668.
The first two sentences in the third paragraph should be inserted in the
seventh line of the first paragraph, so as to precede the sentence that begins
"The integers used .... "
Eliminate the sentence that begins "All other data ... " from line 5 in the
paragraph headed "SAMPLE PROBLEM."
The bolt circle is labeled incorrectly; it should be the circle generated
by r 6.
The legends for graphs (a) and (c) should be exchanged.
The legends for graphs (b) and (c) should be exchanged.
The legends for graphs (a) and (c) should be exchanged.
Issued October 1972
NASA-Langley,
